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After the Hong Kong dollar was floated, the
importexport firms in Hong Kong have been exposed to
exchange risks caused by the uncertain fluctuations of
exchange rates. The practice of exchange risks manage¬
ment, by the companies selected for this study, was quite
different according to their sizes The small companies
eliminated most of their exchange risks by exchange and
denomination clauses Big companies undertook more
sophisticated measures to protect themselves against
exchange risks The medium-sized companies, under study,
were in a mixed group of very diverse practices
However, from the theoretical point of view, the
practice of most sample companies can be improved in
order to have more comprehensive protection against ex¬
change risks with minimized cost. Hence, a model is
recommended to these selected companies for exchange
risks management. This model is derived by merging the
principles and published suggestions with the practica¬
bility of empirical study samples in the local environ¬
ment•
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1.1 Purpose of Study
Since 1938 when Hong Kong joined the Sterling Area,
the Hong Kong dollar has been pegged to sterling. Most of
the time during 1938 to 1972 (except the Japanese occu¬
pation period) Hong Kong currency was very stable. Deva¬
luations of the Hong Kong dollar in the past were only
caused by the devaluation of sterling to which it was
pegged. When it was announced that sterling would float
beginning June 23, 1972, the Sterling Area was dissolved.
Then the Hong Kong dollar was pegged to the U.S. dollar
on July 6, 1972. At that time, U.S.A. and Britain were
Hong Kong's first two most important export trading partners.
The two most frequently used foreign currencies were there¬
fore the U.S. dollar and the pound sterling. The exchange
rate fluctuations of these two currencies were within the
IMF adjustable peg of_+ 1%. This band was later expanded
to _f 21i% under the Smithsonian Agreement in December, 197-1
Short-term rate movements were limited to the_+ 2)1% band
except when the pound sterling and the U.S. dollar were
devalued.
However, because of world-wide selling pressures
on the U.S. dollar in November 197, the Hong Kong govern¬
ment could not maintain the adjustable peg with the U.S.
dollar. The Hong Kong dollar was finally announced to
float on November 26, 197,;t- Since then, the Hong Kong
dollar became very strong against the U.S. dollar and
sterling. The short-term fluctuations were very great
sometimes. It is thought that the problem of exchange rate
fluctuations to importexport firms are twofold, the loss of
competitiveness and the exchange risks on business transac¬
tions. The export competitiveness of the Hong Kong products
will be deteriorated by the strengthening of the Hong Kong
dollar. To what extent the business of the export firms
(or import firms when the Hong Kong dollar weakens) is
affected, will depend on the nature of the product, its
demand elasticity and also the market competition. The
reduction of business due to market competition, however,
is beyond the scope of this study. This study focuses on
the difficulties faced by the Hong Kong importexport firms
in administering their normal business in the environment
of uncertain fluctuations of exchange rates.
Many published literature has been written on
management of exchange risks. Many studies have also been
performed on the exchange risks strategies of companies.
However, most previous works have been mostly concerned
with the multi-national companies in developed industrial
countries, especially in North Americ® -t here is little
evidence that those models for managing risks of exchange
loss would be equally suitable and applicable to Hong Kong
importexport companies of different organisational struc¬
tures and subject to different internal constraints and
external environment.
The purpose of this study is to find out how the
importexport companies in Hong Kong actually manage ex¬
change risks since the Hong Kong dollar was floated. By
so doing, the extent to which the published practice or
models can be adapted for local use may be determined.
1.2 Scope of the Study
The intention of this study is basically to find
out the approach by which those selected sample companie
undertook to protect themselves against exchange risks
involving the Kong Kong dollar. Therefore the exchange
risks should involve all the exchange loss possibly in¬
curred by converting foreign currencies back to the Hong
Kong dollar.
Certain local subsidiaries of international com¬
panies, because of their centralised exchange risks manage¬
ment by their parent companies, will protect the groups1
interest against exchange loss in terms of the currencies
of their head offices. The practice of these subsidiaries
in Iiong Kong was also studied. However, their global
systems which are under the absolute control and co¬
ordination by their parent companies are excluded from
this study.
Definitions
The definitions of importexport companies and
foreign exchange risks, as used in this study, are as
follows:
ImportExport Companies
These are trading companies by which merchan¬
dise was either imported or exported for profit
making in normal course of business. Manufacturers
which imported raw materials for further processing
or exported their finished goods were also studied.
However, this study purposely excludes banks,
exchange brokers or dealers, financial companies,
professional speculators and money exchange shops
in Hong Kong, Regional offices of multinational
firms established in Hong Kong purely for provision
of advice andor services to subsidiaries in a
certain geographic area were beyond the scope of
this study.
Foreign Exchange Risks
The foreign exchange risks were restricted to
the risks caused by changes of foreign exchange
rates that the importexport firms under study
were exposed to, in their normal course of trading
business. The exchange risks normally in inter¬
national financial management decisions were
included. However, the exchange risks on specula¬
tions handled by a special section in an import
export firm were excluded in this study.
Theoretical Model
This term is used in this study solely to iden¬
tify the consolidated model of suggested practice
published in books and articles before this study.
This theoretical model refers to the opinions of
other writers. However it is disclaimed that the
model is theoretically jjroved or is recognised as
the standard practice for foreign exchange risks
management. The purpose is to compare it with the
empirical practice of the selected sample companies.
The Period of Time Studied
The period of time studied covered the one or two
years before and the whole period after the floating of the
Hong Kong dollar. In this connection, the period before
floating was used mostly for comparison purposes. The
study emphasized heavily on the period since the Hong Kong
dollar was floated.
1.3 Assumptions
The study was carried out with the following
a s sumptions:
1. The objectives of all companies under study were to
maximise their net profit and at the same time achieve
long-term survival.
2. Their policies were to make profit from their principal
business. Exchange gain would be considered as a very
minor or insignificant income of their companies.
3. They would be ready to protect themselves as far as
uossible, at reasonable costs and effort.
4. They would, in their decisions-making, choose the
alternative which they believed would bring them the
best economic benefit.
5. The responsible executives act rationally for the
best interest of their companies.
1.4 Hyp o t h e sis
From exploratory research, certain companies in
Hong Kong, especially those small and medium-sized com¬
panies, were found not to be managing exchange risks in
the most optimal way. Improvements in their approach
would nut themselves in a more risk-controlled position.
It is hypothesized that the theories of foreign
exchange risks management canbe generally applicable to
the sample companies in Hong Kong. Some minor adjust¬
ments would be necessary to adapt these theories to the
special constraints of the local companies.
1.3 Research Objectives
In order to meet the purpose of this project,
the study is expected to achieve the following objectives:
1. To generally understand the existing environment,
regarding world currencies and the foreign exchange
market in Hong Kong.
2. To measure the magnitude of fluctuations in the
value of currencies of Hong Kong's major trading
partners•
3. To study if local trading companies have had prac¬
tical difficulties caused by fluctuations in exchange
rates•
To study the policy and attitude of managements of
these companies towards exchange gainloss in their
busine ss.
To study their management information system support
in exch ange risk s manag em ent•
6. To study their pricing policies as affected by ex¬
change rates fluctuations.
7. To examine the methods of forecasting rates movements
employed by sample firms.
8. To study the factors being considered for hedging
decisions, as well as the hedging methods most often
used by companies of different scales in Hong Kong.
9. To judge critically the sample companies' approach
to risks management and see if it can be improved
to their benefit.
10. To study the availability and extent of application
of computer techniques to exchange risks management.
1.6 Methodology
Library Research
The library research was started on books of the
basic principles and background concepts in foreign
exchange risks management. Literature on Iiong Kong foreign
exchange market and currency were referred to and supple¬
mented by articles in periodicals and journals. Disser¬
tations of overseas universities on similar topics were
also referred to.
Published Statistics
The required financial data were mostly found in
government's published statistics, reports and other
official publications. For special information, the
relevant government departments were approached.
Exploratory Research
An exploratory research was carried out to study
the approach to exchange risks management in various
industries or products, size, business nature, and affi¬
liation with overseas groups of importexport firms in
Hong Kong. Some Preliminary Samples of companies were
selected at random for this purpose. However, few res¬
ponses were received. Therefore a few companies were
selected where the executives responsible for managing
foreign exchange are known to the author, so that their
full co-operation in the long, in-depth interviews
could be secured. The invaluable information thus collect¬
ed also formed the very foundation of this thesis. Since
this exploratory research covered certain sensitive areas
of business secrets, the interviewees requested that
their comnanies should not be identified in the finalJL
thesis.
It was found that the approach to exchange risks
management was quite similar among companies in various
industries or business-lines, but different in certain
aspects in companies of different size, business nature
and their affiliation with overseas groups. It was based
on this finding that sample selection was planned for this
study.
Sampling Me tho d
Because of the constraints of available time and
funds, it was impossible to select too large a sample
size. Another difficulty would be the low response rate
of interview appeals under the local research climate,
therefore the samples for this study were stratified
according to the findings of the exploratory research
project by Talaat Abdel-Malek, Professor and Chairman
of Management of the University of Saskatchewan, Canada.
The exploratory research indicates that the stratifica¬
tion used by Prof. Talaat Abdel-Maiek to examine Canadian
firms can also be applied to this study. Random samples
were selected as far as possible from each stratum.
1. Talaat Abdel-Malek, Some Aspects of Exchange Risk
Policies under Floating Rates, Journal of International
Business Studies (FallWinter 197): 89
However, it is practically impossible to deter¬
mine the turnover figure of each sample for the strati¬
fication purpose according to size. Samples were there¬
fore taken from public companies and private companies
by their size. The published accounts of public companies
were easily assessable to determine their turnover level,
but the size of private companies could only be estimated
subjectively. It was only after the interviews that they
were more finely grouped under turnover scales.
Letters were sent to the selected companies, re¬
questing an interview with the executive(s) responsible
for the exchange risks management. Each interview lasted
at least half an hour. The selected samples for sending
request letters are shown in Table I. If the response
Table I
SAMPLE FIRMS SELECTED FOR
SENDING REQUEST LETTERS
International Local Total
Manuf. Trading Manuf. Trading
Public Cos, 5 5 5 5 20
Private Cos 5 5 5 5 20
10 10 10 10 AO
rate turned out to be too low, another set of requests
were sent in adjusted proportions until sufficient samples
in a more balanced pattern were interviewed. Ultimately
twenty companies (including the preliminary samples for
exploratory research) were intervieved. These interviewed
samples are shown in Table II and Table III.
Table II
COMPARISON OF SIZE AND FOREIGN















Over HK$100 millions 1 A 5
HK$ DO millions to
HKE100 millions 2 A
Under HKDO millions A A
Unknown 3 2 3
1 9 10 20
TABLE II
FEATURES OF INTERVIEWED SAMPLE COMPANIES
Gompanie Trading Manufacturing













































1. Affiliation refers to controlling interest in equity.
Interviews
Information about the selected samples was col¬
lected through personal interviews.
The study was to understand the approach to ex¬
change risks management by importexport companies in
Kong Kong. Each sample company possessed its individua¬
lity, therefore interviews had to be flexible. Structurec
questionnaire was deliberately not used because the sample
companies might be too diverse.
The interviews were unstructured but were guided
by a suggestive questionnaire so as to ensure coverage.
This suggestive questionnaire was memorised thoroughly
by the author before he made the interviews, although a
copy was carried by him for revision when necessary.
Short notes were jotted down throughout the interview
while the details were written down immediately after
each interview.
Telephone Interview
For this study, the technique of telephone inter¬
view was only used under exceptional circumstances. In
one case, the executives of two sample companies only
had time for a telephone interview. Another occasion
was that certain points on a returned mail questionnaire
from a computer manufacturer had to be clarified by tele¬
phone conversation with the executive concerned.
Mail Questionnaires
Mail questionnaires were sent out to leading
computer manufacturers and service bureaux for information
about computer packages for handling foreign exchange risks
Reference was made to the directory of computer
Manufacturers and Agents, Consultants, Software Houses,
Program Services and Service Bureaux in Hong Kong, publish¬
ed in the Asian Computer Yearbook 1977 All cooiDuter com¬
panies in the Yearbook were individually scrutinised as
to their type of service and areas of specialisation® Seven
leading computer companies were selected for sending mail
questionnaires, and four questionnaires were returned.
The methodology of this study is summarised in
Figur e I.
1.7 Research Limitations
This study is subject to the following limitations:
The sample size was small, due to low response to
interview appeals and to the author's limited time
and funds.
The major part of the information was collected by
personal interviews which were subject to human
subjectivity and bias of the interviewer and inter¬
viewees. Misinterpretation of certain information
at the time of the interviews would also affect the
quality of the information collected, although the
author has tried very hard to keep ail possible






































3. Some interviewed samples refused to answer certain
questions or withheld information. Therefore the
completeness of the study has been affected.
2.0 BACKGROUND OF THE HONG
KONG ENVIRONMENT
Hong Kong is a small place with no fresh water,
little land with development value and virtually no natural
resources. Manufacturing industry had been economically
insignificant until the introduction of Commonwealth Prefer
ence by the Ottawa Agreement in 1932, when Hong Kong began
to develop its infant industry with overseas markets in
the Commonwealth Preferential Areas.
It was only when the Communist government took
power in China in 199 and the Korean War broke out in 1950
resulting in the United Nations embargo on trade with China,
that the manufacturing industry was really developed by the
entrepreneurs and industrialists immigrated from China.
United States and Britain have been the first and
second largest markets of our exports. The commonwealth
preference enjoyed by Hong Kong was finally withdrawn when
Britain was officially admitted as a member of EEC in
January, 197- The domestic exports to Britain declined
slightly in 1975 but Britain still remained the third
major exports trading partner of Hong Kong. West Germany
took the second place in the same year.
2.1 Brief Review of the
Hong Kone; Economv
The Government of Hong Kong has not yet endea-11—
voured to establish national income accounting system,
par11y because of the expense involved, but perhaps main¬
ly because the Government sees no worth in it. However,
the Government has published its own estimates for the
period i960- 1975.1
Table IV
Gross Domestic Product of Hong Kong
1Q70-1975
(in millions of H.K. dollar)





















Abridged from Cheng, The Economy of Hong Kong, p.lA-6.
Census Statistics Dept., Estimates of Gross Domestic
Product, 1961-75 P-23 Half Yearly Economic
Report, Aug. 197
1. Cheng Tong Yung, The Economy of Hong Kong (Hong Kong:
Far East Publications, 1977)7 p.128.
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Cheng, The Economy of Hong Kong, p.l48
United Nations, Statistical Yearbook, 1974, p.609-619;
Census Statistics Department, Estimate of Gross Domestic Product, 1961-74, p.33.
Table IV Gross Domestic Product of Hong Kong shows
a steady increase for the period 1970-1975• From Table V
Expenditure on GDP (In Percentage), it can be seen that
the percentage of Exports of Goods for Hong Kong in 1973
was the highest among the listed developed countries and the
developing countries in South East Asia.
In fact, the export-oriented manufacturing indus¬
tries are so important that they become the backbone
of the Hong Kong's economy. With per capita exports of
approximately HK$6,8l2 (US$1, 380) in 1975, Hong Kong-
ranks ninth among the world's trading nations and second
among the Asia-Pacific economies, led only by Singapore.
The rate of growth, however, is decelerating relative to
the Colony's competitors, notably, Korea and Taiwan. In
the five years ending 1975, Hong Kong's exports increased
at an annual compound rate of 13%, whereas the compara¬
tive growth rates for Taiwan and Korea were 2 k. k% and
42.6°o r espectively
Comparison of Hong Kong's imports and exports with
Taiwan and Korea, its major regional competitors is exhi¬
bited in Table VI. In 1971, Hong Kong's exports were only
next to Japan in Asia, but its second position was lost in
1973. Hong Kong became the fourth in Asia in 1975 after Taiwan
1. Edward G. Harshfield, Hong Kong On The Road Of
Economic Recovery, The Hong Kong Exporter And Far Eastern
Importer (1976-77): 27.
Table VI





1971 1972 1973 197 1975 ]971 1972 1973 1974 1973
.82 .79 .78 .68 .62
.70 .70 .89 .62 .76
.77 .71 .89 .92 .88
.89 -9 -89 .73 .76
.63 .81 .93 .78 .74




The figures are in percentages
Harshfield, Hong Kong On The Road Of Economic Recover, p.31»
Direction of Trade, I.M.F. April, 197.
Figure II






















































































C.M. Wolosh Ltd., The Hong Kong Exporter and Far
.Importer, 1976-77. (Hong Kong: C.M. Wolosh Ltd.,1977),'
P35«
Note:% variation is based on US Dollar value of exports
and Korea. Comparative Growth Rates of exports in the
nearby countries are shown in Figure II.
However, Hong Kong has always had visible Trade
Deficit and the figures for the period 1971-1977 are shown
in the Table VII.
Hong Kong has to import all its raw materials and
equipments, this visible trade deficit is quite normal and
it can be offset by invisible items and capital transac¬
tions. hose invisible items contributing to the favour¬
able balancing of the Balance of Payments include tourism,
port and airport charges and purchases of fuel oils by
foreign airlines and shipping companies. Capital transac-
ions include foreign investments and all types of capital
movement s•
The Balance of Payments Account has never been
published by government. No published statistics are
available of both invisible items and capital movements
and it will be almost impossible to have access to figures
of capital movements. Each bank can have records of the
inflowing and outflowing capital hetndlecl by them but they
have to observe the business ethics and refrain from re¬
leasing information concernine the transactions. The
collective information has never been released to the
public. Nevertheless, the balance of payments is usually
favourable to the colony, making the Hong Kong dollar a
very stable currency. Even in 197» the increased visible
Table VII
Imports and Exports of Hong Kong
for the Period 1971- 1977
1971 1972 1973 197 1973 1976 1977
Domestic Exports 13,750 15,245 19,474 22,911 22,859 32,629 35,004
Re-exports 3,414 4,154 6,325 7,124 6,973 8,928 9,829
Total Exports 17,164 19,399 25,999 30,035 29,832 41,557 44,833
Imports 20,256 21,764 29,005 34,120 33,472 43,293 48,701
Trade Deficit 3,092 2,363 3,006 ,083 3,60 1,736 3,868
(in millions of Hong Kong Dollars)
Source: Hong Kong Annual Report of Various Years
trade deficit did not cause the Hong Kong dollar exchange
rate to fall. Hong Kong has a free exchange market.
2.2 The Hong Kong Currency
The bank notes in Hong Kong are issued by The
Hong Kong and Shanghai Banking Corporation, the Chartered
Bank and the Mercantile Bank against Certificates of In¬
debtedness for currency reserves surrendered to the Exchange
F un d.
Since 1935, The exchange rate of Hong Kong dollar
was pegged to Pound Sterling at HK$16 to Stg. £1. The
Hong Kong dollar was first forced to devalue by 30•5% an
September 18, 199 because of the devaluation of the pounc
sterling at the same percentage. On November 20, 197
Hong Kong Government announced a second devaluation of
the Hong Kong dollar by lb.3% due to the sterling deva¬
luation pari passu. In view of the export situation, the
Hong Kong dollar was revalued by 10% three days later,
reducing the net devaluation to only 5°7%»
In mid-1971, U.S. dollar encountered great pre¬
ssure on the exchange market because of the large defi¬
cits on the U.S. balance of payments and the declining
level of gold reserves. In August, 1971, U.S.A. terminated
the convertibilities of the dollar either into gold or
other currencies. Confidence was further weakened. In
December 3.971 the Smithsonian Agreement was reached on a
realignment of all major currencies. Eventually, U.S.
dollar was devalued. On December l8, 1971 Hong Kong dollar
appreciated against U.S. dollar by 0.57%•
On June 23, 1972, sterling was announced to float
and the Sterling Area was thus dissolved. However, Hong
Kong Government decided to maintain the peg with sterling
at the established rate of KK$l4.55 to £1. Hong Kong
dollar was therefore exposed to fluctuations in the same
pace with sterling. finally due to the gradual decline of
sterling in the exchange market, Hong Kong Government was
forced to devalue the Hong Kong dollar against U.S.
dollar by 1.24%. The new rate was then fixed w X ~fc 11 lj• S•
dollar at HE$5.65 to US$1.
To prevent the Hong Kong dollar from further un¬
necessary movements becuase of the tie to the floating
sterling, Hong Kong dollar was pegged to U.S. dollar on
July 6, 1972. However, when the U.S. dollar itself was
devalued by 10% on February 11, 1973, the Hong Kong dollar
exchange rate had also to be adjusted by 10% to HKlo •085
to US$1. By the end of 1972 and in the first few months
of 1973, the value of U.S. dollar was strong against
Hong Kong dollar.
In November, 197 'i, the U.S. dollar s differed world¬
wide selling pressure and its exchange rate to Hong Kong
dollar soon dropped by 27% to the lower band. Hong Kong
Government intervened at k.9706US$l by buying U.S. dollar
and lowering the local interest rate in order to support
U.S. dollar. It rapidly became so obvious that maintain¬
ing the rate within the band would be beyond the capacity
of the Hong Kong resources. Hong Kong dollar was there¬
fore announced to float against U.S. dollar on November
26, 19?4.
Hong Kong dollar quicklv raised to HK$4.6C to
US$1 after floating, but by the end of 19?4 the exchange
rate restored to a level near the previous central rate.
In early 1975? U.S., dollar further weakened, reaching a
new low of HK64.54 to US$1 in February, 1975• Govern¬
ment was forced to intervene again to protect the exports.
The Hong Kong dollar was further strengthened
against the U.S. dollar during the first half of 1976 and
in June, 1976 the exchange rate came to HK$ 4.88= US$1.
After slightly eased in July, the ITong Kong dollar con¬
tinued to go up to HK$k.67= US$1 at the end of December
1976 with an appreciation of 7»% during 1976. However,
the appreciation in terms of Effective Exchange Rate was
smaller because of the strengthening of Deutche-Mark.
The Effective Exchange Rate is an exchange rate
index compiled by the Census Statistics Department of
the Hong Kong Government with the base of 100 on December
l8, 1971. The calculation is based on the selected 15
currencies of Hong Kong's principal trading partners
1. Australia, Belgium, Canada, China, France, Germany
F.R., Italy, Japan, Netherlands, Singapore, South Korea,
Switzerland, Taiwan, U.K. and U.S.A.
and weighted with the value of international trade with these
countries in 1972. The daily closing exchange rates in terras
of Hong Kong dollar are translated to U.S. dollar by cross
rates. These cross rates are then compared with the Smith¬
sonian central rates (also in U.S. dollar) as at loth Decem¬
ber, 1971• Any deviations from these central rates will
finally be weighed by the value of trade with that country
in 1972 when the index was started. The formula for the
calculation of the effective exchange rate index is:
Appreciation or depreciation of Hong Kong
dollar in terms of U.S. dollar
Appreciation or depreciation (trade-weighted
average) of the 15 selected currencies in
terms of U.S. dollar
The method of calculation in details is shown in Appendix VI,
The Effective Exchange Rate Index and the curves for the
period 1972-1977 are shown in Table VIII, Figures III and
IV respectively.
The stability of the Hong Kong dollar depends on
the local economy and also that of the country the currency
is expressed in terms of Hong Kong dollar by the exchange
rate. The internal inflation rate of Hong Kong, as measured
by the consumer price indices, is the third highest for the
first quarter of .1977 among other Asian countries (see Fig.I).
The daily exchange rates of U.S. dollar vis-a-vis
Hong Kong dollar for the period January 1976 to January 1977
(see Figure V) are taken as an example to show the fluctu¬
ations. It can be seen that for the six months of August
Table VIII
EFFECTIVE EXCHANGE RATE INDEX FOR THE HUNG KONG DOLLAR 1972-77
IN RELATION TO THE FIFTEEN SELECTED CURRENCIES





















































































Source: The 1978-79 Budget: Economic Background, p.29
Diagram 6 Figure III
Nomine! and Effective Exchange Ratesfor the Hong Kong Dollar, 1972— 1977
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in relation to the United States Dollar (nominal index) and in relation to a trade-weighted average of
fifteen currencies (effective index).
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Data per Table VTIX, and detailed calculation
per Appendix V.
Ficrure V
DAILY FLUCTUATIONS OF THE U.S. DOLLAR MERCHANT RATES VIS-A-VIS
THE HONG KONG DOLLAR
HK$US$1
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1976 1977
Source: City Bank Monthly Economic Letter, Hong Kong (February, 1977)
Fi cruise VI


























































Note: Charts represent annualized percentage changes in consumer prices. For 1977, the figures represent
percentage changes in consumer prices in the first quarter compared with the first quarter of 1976.
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1976-January 1977, U.S. dollar declined sharply, and the
exchange risks if not well managed could be quite material•
At the end of 1977, the effective exchange rate index of
the Hong Ivong dollar was about seven percent lower than at
the same time in 1976 and quite close to the level before
floating•
2.3 The Foreign Exchange Market
Structure in Hong Kong
Hong Kong, being an active financial centre in the
Far East, is in the unusual situation of having no central
bank. The Laissez-faire po 1 icy of the Hong Kong Goxrern-
ment put great insistence on withholding the hand off the
self-regulating mechanism. The local authorities consider
not appropriate to let the public finance bear the expen¬
sive cost of a central bank whose functions are at present
being satisfactorily operated by the existing system.
The Central Bank Functions
The Hong Kong and Shanghai Banking Corporation,
in cooperation with the Financial Secretary and the Banking
Commissioner, has been performing most of the functions of
the Central Bank. The Secretary for Monetary Affairs
is responsible for the management of official assets
and liabilities, foreign exchange operations, banking,
relations with international banks such as the Asian Deve¬
lopment Bank, and management of the currency, including the
Exchange Fund and the Coinage Security Fund.
1. N.J. Miners, The Government and Politics of Hong Kpn?y
(Hong Kong: Oxford University Press, 1977), p.8l.
Exchange Fund
For the period 1939-1972, Hong Kong was still a
member of Sterling Area, there was exchange control to
maintain the pegged rate of Iiong Kong dollar to Sterling
vis-a-vis the other currencies outside the Sterling Area.
The foreign exchange market consisted of two separate
sectors, the official Exchange Market and the Free Market.
The Official Exchange Market at that time comprised of
the Exchange Fund, the Exchange Controller and the autho¬
rised exchange Banks.
According to Section 3(2) of the Exchange Fund
Ordinance (Cap.66) the und may hold its assets in Hong
Kong currency, foreign currency, gold, silver or securi¬
ties approved by the Secretary of State. So, according
to the letter of the law, the fund, which is managed by
the Financial Secretary in consultation with the Exchange
Fund Advisory Committee, has the power to move all its
assets into foreign currency or bank deposits abroad,
but not to make long-term investments without London's
permission Kong Kong Government never published any
details of the Fund's investments.
The Exchange Fund is also the resource for the
government to intervene in the foreign exchange market,
when the rate of Hong Kong dollar is influenced by way-
1. Miners, The Government and Politics of Hong Kong,
p.11.
ward or erratic factors. However, the effect of this
intervention is very limited because large-scale inter¬
vention is beyond our capacity and will also increase tnc
Kong Kong dollar in the non-bank private sector.
The Mono: Kong Exchange Banks Association
The other party is the Hong Kong Exchange Banks
Association. This Association has no legislative power
and is only a banks' mutual organisation. Before January
1, 1973? only the authorised banks could become members
of this association. It quoted daily the Agreed Merchant
Rates as the official exchange rates. However, when ex¬
change control in Kong Kong came to an end on December
31? 197 the exchange rate of Hong Kong dollar i 7 cl S C[ fl O I
ed by the Association on the basis of the previous day's
closing rate of the Hong Kong dollar to U.S. dollar. Since
Hong Kong dollar was pegged to U.S. dollar before November
27? 197, the exchange rates of all other currencies were
calculated by means of cross rates.
While exchange rates may fluctuate (after the
Hong Kong dollar floating) from minute to minute in dealings
within the exchange market, the rates quoted by commer¬
cial banks to the general public were quite stable,
seldom changing in the course of a day. The rates quoted— vj .iL
by commercial banks are based on the so-called 'agreed
merchants rates' which are jointly determined by the Ex-
change Banks' Association and the Exchange Brokers'
Association in light of the latest London quotations. In
addition to spot rates for other currencies, the 'agreed
merchants rates' also include forward on sterling and the
U.S. dollar ranging from one to six months. In order to
allow for profit margins and exchange risks, a substantia]
spread exists between buying and selling rates.
Exchange Brokers
The exchange brokers buy or sell for clients on
a commission but not for their own accounts. In Hong
Kong these brokers usually deal with banks, financial
institutions and those very large companies. Most
trading companies tend to deal only with their bankers
for foreign exchange.
Banks
The banks in Hong Kong form the important linkage
of the foreign exchange market network. They facilitate
the dealings of buying and selling of foreign currencies
by individual firms. The banks also perform the func¬
tions of providing credit for foreign trade and facilita¬
ting hedges for exchange risks.
In Hong Kong, six currencies, including the
Hong Kong dollar, pound sterling, the U.S. dollar,
Japanese yen, Swiss franc, and German mark are bought and
1. Cheng, The Economy of Hong Kong, p.27
and sold on a both spot and forward basis by the foreign
exchange departments of commercial banks and some non-
bank dealers who buy and sell on their own accounts, and
by brokers who bring buyers and sellers together. The
telephone is the usual means of communication with hot
rl
lines connecting various parties 1,
2
According to the available data of the latest
count at the end of 1977? there are seventy-four licensed
banks, 803 banking offices and 100 representative offices
of foreign banks in Hong Kong, Three of the seventy-
four licensed banks in Hong Kong are unincorporated
money-changers. They are subject to the restriction of
total deposit acceptance not over $2,000,000 and are not
allowed to open branches. One of the remaining seventy-
one incorporated banks, the Kayfoong Finance Ltd., is
only a finance company. The other seventy, including the
three note-issuing banks, are clearing banks which form
the backbone of the Hong Kong banking system, money market
and also the foreign exchange market.
After the Bank Crisis of 195? the government
enacted the Banking Ordinance of 194 which authorised
the appointment of the Banking Commissioner who resumed
the responsibilities of supervising the banking activities.
The Banking Ordinance has also been constantly updated
by subsequent amendments. Besides banks, many financial
1, Cheng, The Economy of Hong Kong, p. 2T6.
2, Government Information Services, Hong Kong Annual
Report 1978, p.35
companies owned by foreign banks and financial institutions
also operate in foreign exchange and some banking busi¬
ness, At the end of 1977» 201 such companies have already
been registered under the Deposit-taking; Companies Ordi¬
nance which came into effect on April 1, 19 7 6•
By the end of 1972 when Hong Kong was still a
member of the Sterling Area, there were fifty-one autho-
rised exchange banks among the seventy-four licensed banks®
These banks were authorised agents of the Exchange Con¬
trol Office and permitted to approve commercial payments
in foreign currencies and deal at official rates published
daily by the Exchange Bank's Association.
The Free Market was operated mainly by the
twenty-three unauthorised banks. They are allowed to deal,
freely in U.S. dollar and other currencies besides those
of the Sterling Area countries. Sterling was therefore
protected under formal exchange control against the free
market dealings. The exchange rates in the free market
were determined by the demand and supply forces of the
currencies. Hong Kong exporters sold foreign currencies
to their bankers who in turn sup; lied to the need of
importers. The exchange rates in the two separate markets
of Official Exchange Market and Free Market might
therefore be different.
Following the pound sterling floating in June
1972, the exchange control in Hong Kong was removed 011
December 31, 1972 when Hong Kong was grouped by Britain
under the External Account Area like all the other
countries previously in the Sterling Area, Thus, the
classification of authorised and unauthorized banks
would have no effective meaning. From January, 1973,
all banks became free to deal in foreign currencies and
to put their external funds in any currencies without
restrictions.
3.0 PRINCIPLES OF FOREIGN EXCHANGE
RISKS MA NAGEMENT
Exchange risks are those uncertain losses on for-
eign exchange conversion, caused by changes in the local
currency value of the assets and liabilities denominated
in foreign currencies because of the fluctuations of
market exchange rates. The management of these exchange
risks can be summarised by the following key steps:-
1. Determining the companies1 exposures to exchange risks
2. Minimising these exposures
3. Determining whether the risks affordable
k. Transferring those unaffordable risks
3.1 Transactions Giving Rise
To Exchange Risks
The major business transactions of importsexports
companies giving rise to exchange risks are:-
1. Purchases in Foreign Currencies
Purchases are transactions for business operations,
and the cost must have been calculated and evaluated
as justifiable in terms of local currency before the
transactions will be effected. If a purchase order is
in foreign currency and translated to local currency
at the prevailing exchange rate to evaluate its justi-
1. The exchange of two currencies at the prevailing
market exchange rate.
fication, there will be exchange risks on subsequent
currency conversion for settlement because of the
fluctuations in exchange rate.
2. Sales in Foreign Currencies
Similarly, sales in foreign currencies wi11 also
be exposed to exchange risks when the proceeds receive
in foreign currencies are converted back to the local
currency. Longer the time necessary for delivery and
credit terms, longer the period accounts receivable
will be exposed to exchange rate fluctuations.
3• Other hiture Payments and Receipts in Foreign Curren-
cies for All Purposes
For the same reason, all these transactions which
will occur in future are also exDosed to exchange gain
or loss on conversion depending on the direction of
the exchange rates movements.
4. Holding Foreign Currencies
Holding foreign currencies for future payments
is free from exchange risks because no currencies con¬
version will be involved. However, if the foreign
currencies held will be later converted back to local
currency, exchange risks will arise consequently.
3.2 Exchange Exposure
Since business transactions are effected in various
currencies, the companies will be exposed to exchange risks
on each currency. Hagemann explainer net exposure in his
article as:
Net exposure is the difference between estimated
inflows and outflows of a foreign currency over a
specified period or periods- not only those already
known or contracted (from maturing receivables and
payables, loan repayments, and interest and dividend
payments), but also those that are expected or can
reasonably be foreseen on the basis of the company's
short and long-term plans (from forecasted export
sales, material purchases from abroad, planned
investments in other countries, capital issues in
other currencies, and equity increases in foreign
subsidiaries•
Ankrom classified exchange exposure info trans¬
lation exposure and transaction exposure.
Translation exposure arises from profit or loss re¬
corded by the accountants in translating balance
sheet accounts. The essence of translation ex¬
posure is that it pertains to actions already past:
cash in the banks, receivables booked, and liabi¬
lities assumed. The second source of exposure is no
as widely recognized, though it can be of far
greater importance. This is transaction exposure,
1. Hagemann, Anticipate Your Long-Term Foreign
Exchange Risks, Harvard Business Review (March-April,1977): 8l-88.
2. Robert K. Ankrom, Top-Level Approach to the
Foreign Exchange Problem, Harvard Business Review (July-
August, 197): 79-90.
-the exposure arising from future actions that are
contained in sales and profit plan assumptions
1
rather than in balance sheet accounts•
The problem is one of deciding how many months of
sales and purchases should be included in the tran¬
saction exposure position. The answer varies among
companies. It depends on each company's pricing
flexibility, and how fast it can increase selling
prices to offset the effect of a currency change.
In other words, management must make a judgement
concerning the period of future transaction ex¬
posure. And it is this judgement that makes the
task of defining exposure far more difficult than
the relatively simple and mechanical job of translat¬
ing balance sheet items•
The combination of translation and transaction ex¬
posure is referred to as economic exposure. This
comprehensive measure is the one that should be
adopted in quantifying the company's foreign exchange
exposure position.
Exchange risks will be reduced if the exchange
exposure is reduced. Reduction of exposure can first
be done by minimising those companies' assets and liabili¬
ties that are exposed to exchange risks e.g. cash, accounts
payable. A second measure is by exposure netting on the
1. Ankrom, Top-Level Approach to the Foreign Exchange
Problem, p.8l.
2. Ibid.
open positions of both assets and liabilities in the same
currency so that they will balance out the exchange risks
on each other without the necessity of hedges.
Prindl, however, suggested to offset the exchange
iisks of two or more closely related currencies by ex¬
posure netting.
Exposure netting is not so much a technique as an
acceptance of open positions in two( or more) cur¬
rencies, which are considered to balance each other
and, therefore, to require no further internal and
external hedging.
Even in floating rate periods, there are a number of
currencies which have tended to move in close con¬
junction. The best known example of this is the
European Snake- the Deutsche mark, nutch guilder,
Belgian franc and other currencies of countries
which have agreed to keep their spot rates within a
narrow range. Other arrangements exist from time to
time, such as the unilateral decision of Austria to
support the schilling within a close parameter of the
German mark.
The relevance of this is that a short position in
such a currency can be considered offset to some de-
1. Andreas R. Prindl, foreign Exchange Risk (London:
John Wiley Sons, Ltd., 1976), p.6l.
2. The difference between long and short positions in
a given foreign currency. Also, the difference between the
grand totals of all long and short positions, (ibid., p.lp7«)
gree by a long position in a closely related currency....
It should be stressed that this tactic is fundamentally
more risky, as it entails a degree of speculation.
3.3 Methods for Risk
Elimination or Minimization
The exchange risks can be determined when the
overall net exchange exposure is found for each currency.
The general techniques for protection against exchange
loss are summarised as foilows:
Type I. Non-financial Methods
Pricing
Carrying excessive inventory with excess cash
Purchase or construction of plant and fixed
assets with excess cash







Internal, defensive devices as embodied in
working capital management:
In cash management
In short-term debt management
e.g. Foreign currency loans (borrowing)
Accounts payable (e.g. payment leads
and lags)
In inventory management (e.g. purchase leads
and lags)
In accounts receivable management (e.g. dis¬
counting export bills or managing inter¬
company accounts)
Some of the above-mentioned measures are for
elimination of exchange risks xdiile the others are forV—'
covering; them. The risks elimination methods are:C_
Pricing
The questions of whether to -pass on the exchange
risks by higher prices and in what proportions to cus¬
tomers are crucial decisions.
The pricing function cannot realistically be
separated from numerous other business activities
and functions. Similarly, it is difficult-
if not impossible- to isolate floating exchange
rates and analyze their impact alone on inter¬
national business.
Exchange Clause
The exchange risks on purchases and sales tran-
sactions can be completely eliminated by passing on the
risks to the overseas party by the terms of exchange
clause in the order contracts. Exchange clause is the
1. Lyewellyn Clague and Rena Grossfield, Export Pricing
in a Floating Pate World, Journal of World Business (Winter 197+)
17-22.
important condition of the contract specifying the cur¬
rency denomination and treatment, between the two parties,
of the exchange risks on the order in question. The
most common terms are:
1• Denomination in the local currency
Therefore the overseas party has to bear
the risks of exchange fluctuations on con¬
version of the proceeds for settlement in the
local currency.
2. Agreed exchange rates
The exchange rate of the two currencies is
agreed by the two parties for future settle¬
ment of the order in question. This agreed
rate may be neither the current market rate
1. For example, a purchase order was effected in U.S.
dollar and the agreed exchange rate contracted at HK$A.80 to US$1.
At the time the order was due for payment, the current exchange rate
became HK$5 to US$1.
The Hong Kong buyer had to suffer an exchange loss
(HK$5- HK$A.8US$1) in settlement of the U.S. dollar order,
On the other hand, the U.S. seller would realise a same amount
gain if he converted the proceeds to Hong Kong dollar for other
purposes. Other cases using agreed exchange rates are summarised
in Appendix I.
nor the forward rate, but an exchange rate
agreed by both parties after negotiation.
Leads and Lags
An other me tho d of avoiding high e x c h ange risks
in purchases is leads and lags, the techniques to con¬
trol the timing of transactions in anticipation of rise
and fall in exchange rates. Leads and Lags can be for
purchases and payments.
When exchange rates are expected to rise in the
near future, purchases are accelerated. If the movement
of exchange rates is in great uncertainty or estimated
to fall shortly, purchases are withheld until the situa¬
tion becomes more clarified or the exchange rates have
fallen to a lower level. The same timing technique can
be applied to control foreign currency payments in order
to benefit from the forecasted exchange rates.
fhere n,ust be some excha n;;e risks that cannot be
fully eliminated or minimized through the above-mentioned
methods. Protection against these remaining exchange
risks can be achieved by using hedges.
Hedging Methods
The commonly used hedges are:
1. Forward Contracts
These are contracts of buying or selling
1. Forward rate is the rate quoted on the foreign
exchange market for the forward contracts.
foreign exchange for future delivery. In
Ilong Kong, there are market quoted rates for
delivery in one to six months. Certain for¬
ward contracts provide optional delivery
dates within a specified period of time® The
cost of using this hedging method is the dis¬
count (or premium), the difference between
the forward rate and spot rate as at the
transaction date. Prindl in his hook
stated:
The cost as described above of a forward
exchange contract can be put into annual
percentage terms for analytical purposes
and comparison with other hedging methods.
The premium or discount is calculated by
the following simplified formula:
Discount (or premium) in% terms=
Difference in for¬
ward and spot rate 12
Spot rate months to maturity
100
1. Prindl, Foreign Exchange Risk, p.71.
2. Swap s
Two forward contracts are simultaneously
effected for future buying and selling with
different delivery dates, in order to cover
exchange risks for any time periods (as
available in the market). Generally the
combinations of the two contracts can be:
(i) The purchase of spot exchange against
the sale of forward exchange. (ii) The
sale of spot against the purchase of for¬
ward exchange. (iii) The purchase or sale
of short against long forward exchange.
To illustrate the swap transaction and
its cost, an example is cited from Mandich
as follows:
A French subsidiary needs to borrow A,000,000
francs for one year. The local market will
provide these funds at an annual interest
rate of 12 percent and the loan would cost
480,000 francs. The American parent company,
however, can borrow the dollar equivalent in
the United States at 8 percent. If the current
exchange rate is four francs per U.S. dollar
($0.25), the parent will borrow $1,000,000
1. Prindl, Foreign Exchange Risk, p.158.
2. D.R. Mandich, ed., Foreign Exchange Trading
Techniques and Control (Washington: American Bankers Asso¬
ciation, 1976), pp. 8-9.
at 8 percent, exchange the $1,000,000 for
-,000,000 francs in the spot market, and
re-lend those francs to the subsidiary.
Let us assume that in order to avoid any
exchange risks, the parent will simultaneous¬
ly sell French francs forward for dollars.
Suppose that francs are selling at a 2 per¬
cent discount one year out, and the forward
rate would be $0.25 To repay the $1,000,000
loan with interest at 8 percent, the parent
will need the equivalent of $1,080,000 in
forward francs or FFr -,-08,163.26 (1,080,000
- .02-3). Thus, it will charge the subsidiary
FFr 08,16326 interest on the loan, or
approximately 10.2 percent, which represents
a saving compared to the 12 percent rate in
the local market.
Instead of lending directly to the subsidiary,
the parent might utilize a local bank as an
intermediary and swap dollars for local credit
in a credit swap. In this case, the parent
would place U.S. dollars in the French bank
and the bank would lend French francs to the
subsidiary. This can result in a substantially
lower interest rate for the funds borrowed.
The exchange risk is effectively borne by the
foreign bank. The French bank, however,
has virtually free use of the dollar funds
for the duration of the swap, since it will
rarely be required to pay interest to the
parent. Despite the loss of interest on the
dollar funds, this device at times can be chea¬
per than the other two alternatives.
3. Cr edit Swaps
A credit swap is a simultaneous spot-and-
forward foreign exchange loan transaction
entered into between a private firm and a
bank (often the central bank) of a foreign
country. For example, a U.S. parent company
made a given amount of U.S. dollar credit
available to, say, e. Colombian bank via its
New York banker. This credit might be the
parent's own funds or raised through a U.S.
dollar 1oan from a U.S. bank.
In return, the Colombian bank made loans
to the U.S. subsidiary in Colombia in a given
amount of pesos depending on the swap rate.
The same contract stipulated that at a speci¬
fied date, the U.S. subsidiary would return
to the Colombian bank the original amount of
pesos and the bank would also return the
original amount in U.S. dollar to the U.S.
parent company. The foreign bank would charge
interest on the local currency loan, but it
would not pay interest to the U.S. dollar
credit.
l-. Arbi Loans
An arbi loan is, in fact, a type of inter¬
national interest arbitrage financing Lor a
fixed period of time. For example, a parent
firm directly (or through its foreign sub-
sidiary) borrowed foreign currency from a
bank in that foreign country where interest
rates were low. The loan was then converted
into home-country currency at spot rate, and
simultaneously the same amount was bought at
the forward market to repay the loan.
Foreign Currency Deposits and Loans
For sale order denominated in foreign
c ur rency, t h e e xp orter can b o r r o w t h e s a m e
amount of foreign currency and convert the
loan proceeds to local currency. When the
order is collected from the account receivable
in foreign currency, the amount is used to
repay the loan.
Similarly, for future payrnents commitment
in foreign currency, the local currency can
be borrowed from local banker to buy the
foreign currency. The fund is then placed
TAREF. 0
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The figures are interpolated and extrapolated from the actual
figures of the years 1931, 1961, 1966 and 1971.
The fimire of 1954 is obtained from• 0—- y—
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fHn Chi Wail. Honp Konp University 1966.
Sources: Hong Kong Government Statistics 1947-1967 and Hong Kong
Annual Reports, Hong Kong Government.
as an interest bearing deposit until the due
date for the payment.
The cost of this method is the interest
differential of the foreign rate and the local
rate. A comparison of the different interest
rates is shown in Figure 11. The interest
receivable or pavable in foreign currency is
also subject to the same exchange risks in
terms of local currency.
6. Forejgn Currency Accounts
Companies in Hong Kong are allowed to main¬
tain foreign currencies accounts overseas
and local banks can open deposit accounts or
accept foreign exchange from clients for
custody. Therefore the inflows and outlfows
of the same currency can be met and self-
covered through the operation of these accounts.
The cost of using this means will also be the
interest differential of the local and foreign
currencies•
The basis for choosing the appropriate hedging
method is by comparing their respective costs, but the
companies' constraints and peculiarity of the situation
have to be considered as fringe factors.
Hedging and Exchange Rate Forecasting
Exchange gain or loss can only be ascertained
when it is realised on completion of the transaction
exposed to exchange risks. For judgement of the necessi¬
ty to cover the possible exchange loss, the amount of the
loss and the probability of its occurrence are required
for decision-making. The amount of the loss can be
found by multiplying the difference of the forecasted
future exchange rate and the current rate of the transac¬
tion, by the amount exposed to exchange risks. Exchange
rates forecasting is not a simple task for a trading-
company especially of the small size. The alternative
of carrying out research work for this purpose will be
using published opinions of experts or adopting the advice
of bankers and brokers who are in the field. R.B. Shulman1
distinguished the exchange risks as follows:
For sound decision making the essential problem is to
separate real risk from perceived risk.
Perceived risk is determined by a varying number of
factors. Commonly, such factors include press reports,
conversations with others having similar interests,
conversations with foreign bankers and with exchange
traders. All of these tend to create a level of per¬
ceived risk that is normally different- either higher
or lower- than the real risk. Press reports often are
generated by writers of no real understanding. Other
interested parties may be no more knowledgeable than
the inquirer•••• Exchange traders concentrate on day
to day movements and may, in addition, be biased in
terms of advising safety because their gains are a
1. R.B. Shulman, Are Foreign Exchange Risks Measurable?
Columbia Journal of World Business (May- June, 1970): 50-b0.
(Formerly chief international economist with the Ford Motor
Company, R.B. Shulman is now an independent consultant on foreign
exchange risks based in Ann Arbor, Michigan.)
function of their total turnover. In short, perceived
risk is a poor basis for a cover decision.
It is clearly preferable to examine the determinants
of real risk: the probability of a change in par of a
currency and the probable size of the change, if one should
occur. These determinants are, in turn, the result of
economic and political factors.
Christopher M. Korth's1 comment on opinions of
bankers and other businessmen was as follows:
In addition, the opinions of bankers must be weighed
with a grain of salt; as merchants in flovs of money
they are specialists in what the trends are, not vhy
they are.
Furthermore, bankers naturally tend to have a bias
toward favoring monetary trades. A related comment
has been made by the head of the foreign exchange
department of a large New York bank, who told me that
this tendency is aggravated by the psychological
bent of businessmen to patronize foreign exchange
desks that confirm their own pessimistic fears!
In his article, Korth stated that if the risk was
felt to be great and if the firm did not have great faith
in an outside adviser, internal forecasting ought to be
1. Christopher M. Korth, The Future of a Currency:
A Four-step Procedure for Forecasting change, Business Horizons
(June 15, 1972): 67-76. Christopher M. Korth is the director
of research at the Institute for International Commerce, Graduate
School of Business, The University of Michigan.
explored. He suggested twenty-one factors from which the
currency value forecaster can draw the information that he
will need in order to make his decision. These twenty-one
factors are summarised in TablelX, a reproduction from the
article. However an econometric model was not given.
On the topic of forecasting exchange rates, Raj
Aggarwal stated as follows:-
Although some models have been proposed to forecast
exchange rates for use in business, there are no data on
the extent to which they have been used or on the accu¬
racy of the forecasts in using these models. The output
from such a model is usually a probability distribution of
the expected exchange-rate change for each period in the
planning horizon Under these circumstances the best
an MNC can do is develop procedures based on some advance
indicators of forthcoming exchange rate changes.
or. Hun Kin-chok proposed a simple method of fore¬
casting currency devaluation for Asian countries. He selec¬
ted foreign exchange reserves (4-0%), money supply (25%),
cost of living (25%) and trade balance (10%) as the basic
indicators weighted by their importance in percentages for
the forecasting purpose. Each indicator was further sub¬
divided into scaling grades represented also by percentages
(see Table X). The summation of these percentages was then
1. Raj Aggarwal, Financial Policies For The Multinational
Company: The Management of Foreign Exchange (New York: Praeger
Publishers, Inc., 1976), pp. 16-17.
2. Mun Kin-chok, Simple Method of Forecasting Currency
Revaluation, The Hong Kong Manager (May, 1977): 8-I3. Dr. Mun
Kin-chok is currently the Chairman of the Marketing and International
Business Department, New Asia College, The Chinese University of
Hong Kong.- 58-
Table IX




1. Balance of payments inbalance
2. Monetary reserves of the government
3- Extent of foreign indebtedness and willingness of
foreigners to retain it
h. Temporary normal fluctuations
3 Extraordinary factors
6. Domestic inflation
7 Present and anticipated economic strength of trading partners
8. Monetary and fiscal alternatives available to the government
9- Trade, exchange and capital controlsincentives
Relational factors
10. Importance of the currency
11. Importance of the country in total world commerce or
in certain items of trade
12. Elasticities of supplydemand for trade, capital, tourism,
errors and omissions
Political factors (Subjective)
13- History of past changes
14. Personal philosophies of government officials
13 Party philosophies
16. Proximity of elections
Expectational factors (Subjective]
17- Opinions of bankers and other business
18. Forward exchang contractsblack markets
19 Interest-rate levels
20. Local investment and spending level
21. Real estate values
Table X
Relative Weights of the Screening Factors




c. Sporadic or improving
d. Slow decline
e. Rapid decline











b. Rising (2%- k%)
c. Rising (6%- 10%)
d. Rising (11%- 20%)






3 Cost of Living
a. Stable (0%- 1.5%)
b. Rising (1.5%- 3.5%)
c. Hising (3.5%- 6.0%)
d. Rising (6.0%- 15.0%)






b-m Balance of Trade
a. Export surplus
b. Stability (with exchange cushion)
c. Deficit (slightly stable)
d. Deficit (slightly stable)
e. Deficit (expanding moderately)







used as the total score to determine the strength of a cur¬
rency and therefore the devaluation risks. The method can
therefore be used to forecast the trend direction and
magnitude of exchange rates fluctuations.
Malcolm Crawfore's opinion on forecasting ex¬
change rates was:
Econometric forecasts in this area are a new art form,
still in early stages of development. By no means all
the forecasts offered at present are econometric, and
even those that are (and a fortiori those that are not)
contain a large element of intuitive judgement. More¬
over in so far as they are based on econometric or other
hard analysis, what they really predict are what were
called in Chapter 3 (a previous chapter in the same
work) the normal values for the spot rates-the rates
which the forecasters consider economically correct in
the light of available information. No forecasting
service tries to predict what the market will do to an
exchange rate in any particular day or week. To an in¬
creasing extent, however, the forecasters attempt to
foresee some of the purely speculative effects by mas¬
saging the data with a little shrewd guesswork.
From the above citations, it appears that it is not
very practical for a small or even medium-sized trading com-
pany to'perform meaningful exchange rates forecasting on
their own. According to the Asian Computer Yearbook 1977
1. Malcolm Crawfore, Currencies in a Floating World
(London: The Economist Intelligence Unit Ltd., 1977)j p.112.
no trading companies in Hong Kong were using computers for
exchange rates forecasting. The sample companies of this
study also confirmed the fact that they had never used the
computer for exchange risks management. From the returned
questionnaires sent to those leading computer manufacturers
in Hong Kong, it was found that no computer package was
available for exchange rates forecasting.
They should, in fact, consider the use of some
overseas professional forecasting services. There are









Therefore it would be more desirable to make one's
own judgement first on the forecasted exchange rates and
only then the bankers' advice or others' opinions are
sought as reinforecement. Taking outsiders' advice
usually pays off, and examples of the result are shown
Figure VIII
GAIN AND LOSS BY HEDGERS TAKING FOREX ADVICE
the same amount of US$ is assumed to be at stake in each currency over 3 rnontru
Percent losses Percent qains
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Ficrure IX
The£: Actual and Calculated Rates from a Monetary Model


















The£ began to float
I i
This monetary model calculates an exchange rate which bears
little resemblance to the actual rate during the fixed rate period
- though it indicates phases of under-valuation and over¬
valuation in monetary terms. But it fits fairly closely in the
floating rate period, subject to a certain pendulum movement in
the actual (weighted average) rate of exchange.-M is Mj for the-
UK, and the most comparable measure for other countries (W).
I j I
1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975
(From an unoublishod nanor bv T Rnrns and P.I Warhnrtnnl
Source: Reproduced from Malcolm Crawfore, Currencies in a
Floating corld. (London: The Economist Intellitrence
Unit Ltd., 1977), p.69
in Figures VIII and For those important hedging
decisions especially on substantial amounts, the fore¬
cast after being made should be revised on changes or
clarification of the environment.
When the forecasted exchange loss is found, it
is desirable to weigh it with some probabilities of occur¬
rence in order to be more accurate. Then the figure for
the Expected Exchange Loss can be determined and further
adjusted, if necessary, for estimation errors from past
experience-
Hedging: Decision
The decision to hedge is basically arrived by
comparing the expected exchange loss with the cost of
hedging. However, both the cost of hedging and expected
exchange loss are evaluated from the viewpoint of the
company profitability on the after-tax-basis. The tax
effect on exchange loss and the cost of various hedging
methods will depend on the revenue laws of the location.
The Inland Revenue Ordinance of Hong Kong is considered
in Section 4-4 inf.
Decisions on hedging should also cope with the
company policy on foreign exchange risks. The policy of
hedging may be determined by the sales volume and profit
margins of the business. Top management's knowledge on
foreign exchange risks, the attitude and sensitivity to
risk-taking would all affect the formulation of cor¬
porate policy which will serve as guidelines for decision¬
making in daily operations. The exchange risks policy
is an isolated issue but has to be integrated with
liquidity management, tax strategy and for those inter-
national companies, the subsidiaries financing and capital
structure planning. Eugene L. Sc hot anus discussed
corporate policy as follows:
... coping with exchange risk and exposure is essen¬
tially a matter of business strategy. Since individual
marketing and manufacturing policies must all be embodiec
in this business strategy, it is particularly essential
that a composite statement of the corporate policies and
objectives which govern those functions exist and be
applied to the program of countering exchange exposure.
The nature of corporate objectives and overall philosophy
might appear contrary to the obvious and even preclude
certain tactics or exchange risk solutions. However,
there can be both subjective and objective policy consi¬
derations which more than offset the otherwise unecono¬
mical costs of accepting or avoiding exposure.
Whatever the degree of compatibility or incompatibility
between corporate policy and the tactics suggested by
1. Eugene L. Schotanus, A Strategy for Coping With
Exchange Risks, Management Accounting (January, 1971), p.A9.
exposure analyses, both should be subject to constant
scrutiny on a currency by currency basis as conditions
do change.
With a competent body, informed of risk and exposure
and guided by established policy and objectives, there
remains only the continuing task of implementation.
Management Reports
The function of exchange risks management has to
be supported by an efficient management information
system. The provision of information on exchange exposure
is essential. Besides, there must be management reports
to enable the top management visualise the current
situation of exchange risks, control the operations and
evaluate the performance. The information from these
reports should also be used as the grounds for policy
review.
Some other reports should further be designed
for the operation level as the feed-back information on
strategies taken and quality of past judgements. This
can be an extension of the company information system
Mtailor-madeM for the purpose of exchange risks manage¬
ment.
Evaluation
The information from management reports can be
used for the evaluation purposes in overall performance,







































































butions of respective responsibility centers according
to the defined criteria set for exchange risks management•
All these general principles and cited ideas
are consolidated into a. workable piece, to name it, a ''theore¬
tical model for subsequent comparison with the empirical
practice by the selected importexport companies in Hong
Kong. Reference has been made to but not a direct repro-
duction of, the new computer model of Bernard A• Lietaer1
and the System for foreign exchange management by Helmut
Ha g era annfor the construction of this theoretical model
shown in Figure X m
1. Bernard A. Lietaer, Managing Risks in Foreign Ex¬
change, Harvard Business Review (March- April, 1970): 127-138.
2. Helmut Hagemann, Anticipate Your Long-term Foreign
Exchange Risks, Harvard Business Review (March- April 1977):
8l-88.
4.0 BACKGROUND INFORMATION OF
THE SELECTED SAMPLE
COMPANIES IN HONG KONG
Besides the external environment which has been
reviewed in Giapter 2.0, the internal environment of the
sample companies would also affect their practice of ex¬
change risks management. The internal constraints due to
the scale and availability of resources and the unique
tradition of industries and trade in Hong Kong might not
be the same as faced by the giant multinational companies.
4.1 Some of the Exchange Risk
Faced by Sample Comnanies
Most of the small and medium-sized companies (see
p. 110 inf.) interviewed stated that before the floating
of the Hong Kong dollar they did not pay much attention
to the exchange risks of the daily operations of business,
except at the time of currencies devaluations. They used
to have great difficulties in forecasting devaluations in
the past, and often suffered substantial exchange losses.
Big companies and also some of the medium-sized companies
adopted the same approach in exchange risks management
before and after the floating of the Hong Kong dollar.
However, the frequencies of and the amounts incurred in
hedging against exchange risks in business transactions
were much less before the floating.
It was a normal phenonmenon in Hong Kong that many
manufacturers in some industries only produce for the orders
placed with them. The products once completed would be
immediately shipped and the sales proceeds collected a few
days later either from the local export agents ,or directly
from bankers against letters of credit opened by the over¬
seas buyers, if they did the exporting themselves. They
never maintained too large an inventory of finished products
in order to minimise the requirement of their working
capital and the bank financing cost. Some manufacturers
had only very small production capacity and they sometimes
take several months of continuous production at full capaci¬
ty to fulfil one shipment. One big order received some¬
times had to be delivered by several shipments, and some
manufacturers often had backlog orders accumulated for more
than one year in advance. Before the floating of the Hong
Kong Dollar, the problem of exchange risks in business
operations was not serious except at the time of monetary
cris e s.
When the exchange rates fluctuated in much greater
magnitude after the floating, the problem of exchange risks
immediately arose. Among the sample companies, the pro¬
duction-cycle time including packaging for delivery ranged
from 2-3 months for fashionable goods to as much as
6-8 months for more complex products. for those backlog
orders, the lapse time before delivery world be even much
longer. Some orders were paid under letters of credit on
delivery, but an average credit period of 2-3 months
were usually given by these companies for most scale orders.
Therefore an average order would be exposed to exchange
risks for a time period of around 6 months. As for those
backlog orders the period would be usually over one year,
and because of the difficulties and high cost of arran¬
ging forward contracts or swaps for a period longer than
one year, the uncovered exchange risks on these orders
often caused problems.
Not having sufficient foreign trade experience
under the environment of floating rates, some companies
interviewed, especially those small companies, encounter¬
ed the problem of order pricing in foreign currencies.
Pricing strategy was particularly difficult for those
industries in the highly competitive markets overseas,
with huge sales volume but small profit margins. In the
period immediately after floating, certain companies
were forced to judge critically whether the orders of
remote delivery dates should be, at all, accepted simply
because the cost of forward contracts to cover the rele¬
vant exchange risks for over six months was too expensive
in comparison with their profit margins. One exporter
stated in the interview that they had suffered loss on
orders received more than one year before when the Hong
Kong dollar could never be expected to become so strong.
At the time of great uncertaintv about the future
trend of exchange rates movements when these companies
thought of the necessity of hedging by forward contracts,
the cost would often be so high that some companies doubt¬
ed the true value of hedging. They were of the opinion
that forward contracts sometimes would not be a perfect
answer to exchange risks management.
Because of the uncertain shipment dates, some
companies found it very difficult to determine the period
of hedging by forward contracts. A wrong estimation of
the collection dates of sale proceeds would cruise the ex¬
change exposure to be doubled instead of being covered by
these contracts, if the collection date would ultimately
fall after the contracted forward delivery date. The com¬
pany would find they had no foreign currency on the delivery
date of the forward contract, and excess foreign currency
exposed to exchange risks when the sale proceeds would
subsequently be collected.
Another difficulty was the huspan resources problem.
Most companies interviewed strongly believed that compet¬
ent staff well experienced in handling foreign exchanges
were very scarce in Hong Kong. Those small and even
certain medium-sized companies found it relatively un¬
justifiable to hire an in-house professional to manage
the exchange risks of their companies because of their
size and amount involved in foreign exchange.
4.2 Summary of Transactions by Sample
Companies Involving Foreign Currencies
Almost all sample compenies had business transac¬
tions in a number of foreign currencies, but generally only
a very few major currencies were substantially used for
business settlements. The large export markets for Hong
Kong's industries have been highly concentrated to the few
developed countries e.g. U.S.A., Britain and West Germany.
Many business transactions with other countries were also
settled in the few vehicle currencies, therefore confining
the exchange risks to only a few currencies. The major
media of foreign exchange are summarised in the following.
Letters of Credit
As expected, all sample companies had a large pro¬
portion of their foreign business conducted by letters of
credit (LC). The percentage of transactions with letters
of credit varied among companies, but it seemed that small
companies particularly favored their exports financed by
LC.
The importer would issue a letter of credit,
usually irrevocable, and send to the exporter's banker
authorising him to pay the exporter in exchange of the
1. Currencies commonly used for international settlements
by countries other than that of the vehicle currencies.
2. An agreement sent from one party (usually a bank) to
another concerning funds which will be made available upon com¬
pletion of some business transactions. (International Financial
Management, Rita Rodriguez and Eugene Carter [New Jersey:
Prentic-Hall, 197J, p.605.)
title documents of the goods® After the exporter's bank
pays the exporter, it will get the re-imbursement from the
importer's bank subsequent to the transfer of the documents.
The importer then has to nay for the documents or take the
delivery of goods by arranging a trust receipt from the
bank. Therefore conversion of one currency into another
is necessary in tie process. Another way of financing the
trade without issuing a letter of credit is that the
exporter,with the agreement of the importer,may place
the title documents with the bank for collection on
either DP or DA terms. DP means doc am ents released
against immediate payment by importer, DA however, is
to let the importer have the title documents of the goods
2
on acceptance of a trade bill
Since exchange risks will arise whenever the
foreign currency proceeds are converted back to Bong
Kong dollar, each sample company therefore followed their
usual conversion practice of the amounts received in
foreign currencies against LC or on discounting trade
bills. Most companies being studied normally converted
1. A trust receipt enables the importer to take possession
of the documents in the capacity as the bank's agent until the
payment has been made.
2. A trade bill of exchange drawn by one merchant upon
another, usually not negotiable in discount market but held
and collected by a bank for the drawer. (A Manual of Foreign
Exchange, Raymond F. Pither and H.E. Evitt, [Britain: Pitman
Publishing, 1971 j, p.A2.)
the foreign currencies back to Hong Kong dollar on the
same business day. Only a few bigger companies managed
the payments and receipts in foreign currencies in a
well planned manner to minimise their exchange exposure
by matching the inflows and outflows.
Direct Remittances
Besides payments and receipts under LC or bills,
direct remittances by the companies interviewed were
another important means for business settlements in
foreign currencies as follows:
1. Those international companies usually had
their groups' policy on maintaining inter¬
company accounts and inter-branch financing.
Settlement of mutual accounts in respect of:
a. Inter-company sales
b. Transfer of funds for all purposes
c. Costs allocation to various profit centers
was made in accordance with the defined
practice for their whole group. Those companies
managing exchange risks on the overall net
exposure basis, even planned their remittances
systematically to minimise their exchange
exposure because these inter-company remit¬
tances were usually the easiest to control.
2. Normal business transactions between two
established and reputable companies in
different countries are settled alter the
credit period by direct remittance without
LC or bills. Remittances for this purpose
were very common among those big companies
in this study.
3. Remittances were usually made to settle
inaebtedness in sma11 amounts.
k. Some companies managed their mu11i-currencies
cash and also exchange risks by making
deposits to and loans from foreign banks
e.g. the Eurodollars and niur O C lljT 1 GliCl 6 s«
These transactions also involved direct
r emittances.
Remittances in foreign currencies can be
facilitated through the following media depending on
the urgency of the payments.
1. European ownership of dollars on deposit (ultimately)
in the United States. Eurodollars are regularly available
for borrowing in London and other financial centers. (Foreign
Exchange Trading Techniques And Control, ed. D.C. Mandich
Washington: American Bankers Association, 1976, 192.)
2. Non-resident ownership of one of the major western
European currencies. Eurocurrencies are frequently available
for borrowing in the London exchange markets, similar to
Eurodollars. (Ibid.[The same page as the preceding note.})
1• Telegraphic Transfer (TT)
This is the quickest media and was most com¬
monly used by sample companies for transfering
funds to overseas center. This form of transfer
is handled by banks, authorising through telegraph,
cable or telex the overseas bank to pay the re¬
ceiving party a specified sum of money. The whole
process can usually be completed within 4-8 hours,
including 24 hours for adjustment of the time
zone. The two banks involved will subsequently
clear their mutual indebtedness. The exchange
rate is usually fixed at the time of effecting a
TT through the bank®
2. Mail Transfer (MT)
This is the payer bank's order to the receiver's
bank to pay the receiver a specified sum of money.
This payment order is sent by airmail in con¬
trast with TT by cable. Mail Transfers were
less used by the sample companies because of the
long time lapse required.
3. Demand Draft
Demand Draft is the banker's draft in the for¬
eign currency of the receiver's country. This
instrument can be negotiated simply by payee's
endorsement (i.e. signature evidence for legal
transfer). This draft is requested by a remitter
and the exchange rate is fixed. This draft is
then sent to the receiver who can cash it with
his banker. Inter-bank settlement is later
accomplished.
Since banks in Hong Kong are not maintaining
current accounts in foreign currencies for clients,
local companies however can deposit foreign cur¬
rencies with their bankers for safe custody. »«'hen
payments are necessary in that currencies,they
will request the custodian banks to open Demand
Dr afts in favor of the specified payees, and
the Demand Drafts are usually forwarded by the
clients themselves. The foreign currencies will
then be drawn on their deposits. Some sample
companies did not maintain foreign currency ac¬
counts with overseas banks on which they could
freely draw checks, therefore they used Demand
Drafts as a substitute.
k. Foreign Currency Checks
-hese are company checks drawn against overseas
banks on their accounts in foreign currencies.
Many sample companies drewr their own foreign cur¬
rency checks as a very convenient way of settle¬
ment. Foreign currencies checks received were
sometimes deposited to their accounts. If for
any reasons they wished to convert the foreign
currency checks received to Hong Kong Dollar,
their bankers usually would assist in clearing
and collecting the proceeds. t would be only
when the payments in foreign currency were hon¬
oured, that the proceeds then be converted to
Hong Kong Dollar at the current exchange rate.
Other than remittances, two sample companies also
hcicl the following media of foreign exchange for their normal
business operations.
1. Travellers' Cheques
Travellers' checks are in foreign currencies
of fixed denomination. They are for the special
use of travellers who can hedge the exchange loss
on their expenditures overseas. These checks are
issued in the name of the payer, who has to sign
on these checks on issue. At the time of conver¬
sion into bank notes, he has to sign on the checks
before the cashing bank for verification purpose.
, A stop payment order can also be made on lost
checks. The most common travellers' checks used
in Hong Kong, according to two sample companies
which had retailing outlets for tourists, were
issued by those leading overseas banks summarised
in Appendix V.
2. Foreign Currencies Notes
Hong Kong has no legislation control on buying
and holding notes of foreign currencies. Although
these notes are not legal tenders, they are gener¬
ally accepted by retailing shops for tourists.
The retailing shops of the sample companies usual¬
ly fixed their own exchange rates of all major
currencies slightly favorable to them in comparison
with the daily spot rates. The favorable mar¬
gins were supposed to cushion against fluctua¬
tions of exchange rates. Therefore they some¬
times made exchange gains in addition to busi¬
ness profit.
4.3 The Accounting Practice in Hong Kong
and of the Sample Companies
All sample companies judged the overall exchange
risks of their companies and evaluated the performance
of exchange risks managment by the amount of exchange
gain or loss shown on the accounts. However, the figure
of exchange gainloss may be different because of the
application of different accounting standards. It is
therefore important to study the actual accounting
practice of these companies.
The Company Laws of Hong Kong do not impose on
the application of standard accounting practice by all
locally registered companies although the Companies Or¬
dinance contains certain sections on the preparation
and disclosures of Balance Sheets and Profit and Loss
Accounts of companies incorporated in Hong Kong with
limited liabilities. The Inland Revenue Department also
refrains from restricting the accounting policies adopted
by local companies provided their accounts can facilitate
the computation of the taxable profit, and taxpayers dis-
1. The Laws of Hong Kong, Chapter 32
2. The tax authorities in Hong Kong.
close the accounting treatment of all extra-ordinary
items. The accounting profit is usually adjusted for the
purpose of tax computation.
The Accountancy Profession in Hong Kong
The general accounting practice in Hong Kong
basically follows the standard of Britain. The Companies
Ordinance prescribes that all limited companies incor¬
porated in Hong Kong have to appoint an independent prac¬
tising accountant to audit their accounts annually. Accoun¬
tants qualified to practise in Hong Kong are the Cer-
t if i ed Public Accountants of the Hong Kong Society of
Accountants, which is incorporated by the Professional
Accountants Ordinance, Chapter 50- To become a Certi-
fied Public Accountant, one has to either pass the
Society's examinations and acquired the prescribed expe¬
rience, or be already a member of one of the following-
overseas professional bodies with the same relevant expe¬
rience•
1. The Institute of Chartered Accountants
of Scotland
2. The Institute of Chartered Accountants in
En gland and Wales
3 The Institute of Chartered Accountants in
Ireland
4. The Association of Certified Accountants
5. The Institute of Chartered Accountants in
Australia
6. The Australian Society of Accountants
By the end of 1977f the majority of these Cer¬
tified Public Accountants acquired their practising cer-
ticate by possessing their membership of these bodies,
instead of passing the locally-held professional exami¬
nations. Furthermore, the local body also appointed The
Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales
as the advisors of professional exams in Hong Kong.
Therefore they tend to conform to the standard practice
of their original bodies in rendering professional service
to their clients.
Some resident members of these overseas bodies
are not in public practice but employed by local companies.
Other established British accountancy bodies with other
objectives rather than public practice e.g. The Institute
of Public Finance Accountancy also have their members
resident in Hong Kong. These non-practising accountants
are usually holding senior positions of the accounting
and finance functions of most leading companies in Hong
Kong. This perhaps explains why the general accounting
policies in Hong Kong were originated from the British
standard accounting practice. Certain subsidiaries of
multinational companies in Hong Kong, however, follow
the practice of their head offices.
The Accounting Practice Before the Floating of Hong
Kgn.c: Dollar
Before the floating of the Hong Kong dollar, most
companies used a standard exchange rate for accounting
translation of all foreign exchange transactions of each
currency. The exchange difference arised from monetary
items due to the slight fluctuations of fixed rates was
usually immaterial and accordingly absorbed to the
revenue of the current accounting period. Substantial
exchange gain or loss only occurred at the time of devalu-
ationrevaluation of the currencies of the companies
monetary items. Such large exchange difference because
of their substantial amounts, were treated as extraordinary
items according to management decision. The resulting
exchange loss or estimated loss on the monetary items was
all accounted for in the current accounting period. The
treatment of the exchange gain varies among companies.
Some companies brought all gain into the current period's
revenue, whilst others transferred to special reserve to
offset subsequent exchange losses. In most cases, thev
considered as current period's revenue only the gain rea-
1. The monetary items are those items of assets or
liabilities which represent cash, receivables or payables,
each of which will be settled for specified amount of foreign
currency cash. (Macdonald R. Parkinson, Translation of
Foreign Currencies [The Canadian Institute of Chartered
Accountants], p.70.)
lised. The unrealised gain was generally put in a
reserve account until the monetary items were ultimately
settled and realised. After devaluationrevaluation of
a currency, the standard exchange rate for accounting
entries would be changed and used for subsequent trans¬
lations. For balance sheets purposes, the monetary items
would also be translated at this standard rate. The
standard rate used could be the official exchange rate
or an arbitrary exchange rate close to the official
rate. Most companies with numerous foreign exchange
transactions disclosed the exchange rates used by a ba¬
lance sheet footnote.
The Study of General Accounting Policies After the Floa¬
ting of Hong Kong Dollar
After the floating of Hong Kong dollar, the basic
accounting principles on treatments of foreign exchange
transactions remain unchanged. In order to study if
there has been any significant changes in the accounting
policies adopted by companies since floating, the
balance sheets and profit loss accounts of several
companies in respect of the few years just before and
after floating are selected for examination. The com¬
panies being studied should ideally be importsexports
firms or groups with substantial volume of foreign trade.
However, it was extremely difficult to have access to
the final accounts of private companies including; those
sample companies responded to the interview request.
Therefore the published accounts of the following five
public companies with foreign trade were randomly
selected as a compromise for this study.
1. Jardine Matheson Co. Ltd.
2. Hutchison International Ltd.
3• Lheelock Marden
k. China Engineers (Holdings) Ltd.
5. Sung Fu
The information disclosed on the published
accounts is often insufficient to visualise the complete
accounting policies, and it is even very difficult to
judge from the over simplified disclosure any significant
changes in the accounting policies after the floating
of Hong Kong dollar. A selection of the typical Notes
to the Accounts found on the published accounts of three
of the above-listed public companies can perhaps provide
an outline of the accounting policies adopted by some
leading public companies in Hong Kong after the Kong
Kong dollar floated.
Jardine, Ma the son Co., Limited 8c Its Subsidiaries
Published Accounts for the year ended 51st Decem-
ber. 1976
Foreign currencies
Assets and liabilities in foreign currencies
together with the results of overseas subsidiaries
are expressed in Hong Kong Dollars at the rates
of exchange ruling at 31st December each year,
with the exception of fixed assets which are
maintained at their original cost in Hong Kong
Dollars. Net currency translation differences
arising other than those directly affecting the
year's trading profit are shown in reserves.
Forward contracts on foreign exchange
Full provision is made for losses on unmatched
forward contracts for foreign exchange whereas
jorofits on such contracts are not taken into
account until realised.
Published Account as at 5ist December, 19?73
Revenue items are translated at the approximate




Realised gains and losses are included in th
determination of trading profit. Unrealised
losses are charged separately to group profit
before taxation whereas unrealised gains are-




Foreign currency balances have been converted
at the rates of exchange prevailing at balance
sheet date.
Foreign currency transactions
Foreign currency transactions during the year
have been converted at a book rate approxima¬
ting the actual daily rate.
The exchange rate of Hong Kong dollar after floa¬
ting has been subject to wider day to day fluctuations.
The exchange rate used for accounting entries will direct¬
ly determine the cumulative amount of exchange gainloss
shown on books. The accounting policies of the selected
public companies do not clearly show the basis of rates
determination for accounting entries. According to George
1
C. Watt, the time of transaction basis is that the
nonmonetary assets (such as imported inventory) and non¬
monetary liabilities (rare instances may arise), expenses
and revenues are permanently fixed at the exchange rate
prevailing on the date the transaction takes place. The
time of settlement basis is that the transaction is not
complete so long as the monetary asset or liability is
1. George C. Watt, Foreign Exchange Transactions and
Translations, Handbook of Modern Accounting (New York: Mcgraw-
Hill Book Co., 1970),pp. 33-2 to 33-3.
unsettled. The nonmonetary assets and liabilities, ex¬
penses and revenue can be adjusted for changes (as a re¬
sult of exchange rate fluctuations) in the amounts of
unsettled foreign monetary assets and liabilities' ari¬
sing in the same transaction.
An analysis of the samples interviewed showsW 4L.
that the majority of them was applying the Time of
Transaction basis for translating the foreign currencies
in accounting records.
Table XI













1. Nonmonetary assets and liabilities are those the
settlements of which are in foreign currency but the amount in
domestic currency is translated and established once for all at
the rate of exchange prevailing at the date of the transaction.,
(Translation of Foreign Currencies, R. Macdonald Parkinson,
[The Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants, 19723 P36.)
2. A fixed exchange rate used as the standard for
accounting translation purposes in a given period of time.
This standard rate is usually under frequent revision in order
to be realistic.
The two companies applying the settlement basis
for translation were, by incidence, engineering companies
with turnover in the range of HK$50 million-100 million.
Their purchases and sales are in large amounts of foreign
currencies, but they need to have very accurate figures
in Hong Kong dollar for costing purposes. Therefore their
cumulative exchange gainloss shown on books became re¬
latively insignificant due to the use of actual settlement
rate• total of three companies retained the use of
standard exchange rates for translation even after the
floating of Iiong Kong d ollar, merely because of the conven¬
ience of administration and simplicity of accounting entries.
The standard rate was usually kept under constant revision.
One company adopted the practice of revising the
standard exchange rate as a monthly routine or when sudden
changes in the market exchange rates rendered their standard
rate unrealistic. They strived to process the accounting
routine quickly without changing the daily exchange rates
therefore the management has to accept a lower degree of
precision in the accounting records. However, the more
important point from the foreign exchange management point
of view was that the historical cumulative exchange gain
loss thus shown on the accounting records had been arbitraril
distorted to certain extent.
Another company also using standard rate was a
subsidiary of a multinational company. Their products
were sold only to the parent company and fellow-subsidiarie
in U.S. dollar. The exchan.ee rate for translation in the
Hong Kong subsidiary's books was not of great importance
because the set of standard rates was provided by head-
office for universal use within the group. °ince the
standard rate was also constantly revised, the exchange
difference could often be kept under their acceptable
level in the past.
One company shown in Table XI as practising the
transaction basis for accounting translation was actually
applying a mixed basis. All exchange translation of
foreign currencies was on the transaction basis except pur¬
chases which were on the settlement basis. The exchange
gainloss arising from settlement of suppliers' accounts was
subsequently used to adjust the cost of purchases instead
of transferring to the GainLoss on Exchange Account.
From the costing point of view, the cost of purchases would
be more accurate on the settlement basis, but part of the
exchange gain or loss would then have been absorbed into
the purchases. Therefore the cumulative exchange gainloss
shown on the books was incomplete and could not reflect the
true result of performance in exchange risks management.
An auxiliary information feed-back would be desirable in
the form of management reports to fil] in this gap of
management information. It is a typical example that
executives seeking information from the accounting records
should first understand the accounting policy of his company
and judge whether the original objectives of that records
would also meet his intended, requirements.
It was found in this study that the accounting
practice of the three mentioned public companies was also
generally followed by the sample companies.
E„k The Effect of Tax on Exchange
Risks Management in Hong Kong
The Hong Kong Revenue Law on Foreign Exchange
GainLoss is under the Inland Revenue Ordinance, Chapter
112 and relatively simple. Under both the Corporation
Profits Tax (for limited companies) and Business Profits
Tax (for sole proprietorship and partnership), the ex¬
change gain or loss arising from trading operations in
the normal course of business will be treated as part of
the trading profit or expense for the purpose of tax
computation. Only the gain or loss actually realised
within the basis period relevant to the fiscal year need
to oe considered. ihe excnanee gains arising irom special
funds not intended for trading purposes are not chargeable
to tax according to Kong Kong Supreme Court (Appellate
Jurisdiction) case: Commissioner of Inland Revenue V.
Jebson Company.
Capital gain is free from all tax liabilities in
Hong Kong. Therefore exchange gain or loss arising from
1. Hong Kong Tax Cases (Hong Kong Government Printer),
pp. 1-10.
transactions of capital nature is not taken into tax
computation•
The tax rate in Hong Kong of 176 for corporation
profits tax and 15% for business profits tax are quite low
in comparison with that of United States and Britain. The
tax effect 011 hedging decisions or other foreign exchange
transactions will be very little. It is not surprising
to learn that almost all interviewed samples (except one)
stated they had never considered the tax effect in manage¬
ment of exchange risks. In fact, they failed to relate
conceptually the effect of tax on hedging considerations.
If a company hedges on the net exposure of a foreign
currency which also includes the exchange risks of a
capital-nature transaction, it will be technically very
difficult to convince the tax authorities that part of
the exchange gain from a forward contract is intended to
cover the exchange loss of a particular capital transac¬
tion, and thus entitled for exemption from tax. With
the strategy of partial hedging on the net exposure, iden-
tif ication of a particular transaction under the coverage
will be even more difficult. Consequently, the full amount
of the gain or loss on forward contracts would probably be
brought into charge of tax. In covering exchange risks
1. For example, capital investments overseas by an
importexport firm will have the privilege of tax free investment
appreciation. However, the capital gain of an investment company
will be subject to tax because the gain from investments is
treated as trading income in their normal course of business.
of a tax-free capital transaction, the amount of the
hedge should be increased by the standard tax rate in
order to fully protect the capital transaction on the
after-tax basis. Also, the cost of hedging has to be
reduced by the tax rate for the purpose of more precise
weighing in decisions. Due to the high tax rate in
America, the consideration of the tax-effect on Exchange
Risks Management was recommended by Alan Teck, Karen M.
Frey, and Abraham M. George and Barry L.Klein•
4.3 Corporate Policy Towards Exchange Risks
Manasement Attitude
The attitude of management of the sample companies
in Hong Kong towards the importance of exchange risks was
found to be determined by one or more of the following
factors:-
1. Knowledge of foreign exchange management
concept
2. Significance of exchange gainloss shown on
the accounting statements
3. Profitability of their business
4. Amount of exchange exposure
3. Accounting policies adopted to translate
foreign currencies transactions
1. Alan Teck, Control Your Exposure to Foreign Exchange,
Harvard Business Review (Jan.- Feb., 1974): 71
2. Karen M. Frey, Management of Foreign Exchange Risk
With Forward Contracts, Management Accounting (March, 1977): 48.
Abraham M. George, and Barry L. Klein, Hedging Foreign
Currency Exposure on An After-Tax Basis, Business Review
(November 1976): 12.
Some companies have limited knowledge in exchange
risks management. They admitted that they suffered sub¬
stantial exchange loss in 1975 due to insufficient protect¬
ive measures. Since then, the question of exchange risks
began to receive management's attention. Most top manage¬
ments judged the foreign exchange question by referring
to the exchange gainloss shown on the companies' income
statements but rarely evaluating their methods of handling
exchange risks. A negligibly small exchange loss shown
on the accounts or sometimes even a handsome exchange gain
could be the achievement of a prudent management or
an exceptional windfall by random. The amount of
exchange gainloss is much affected by the accounting policies
adopted by the company.
The managements' attitude tended to be more cautious
when their profit margin of a particular transaction was
small but the volume of trade large. The exchange risks
would also be greatly emphasized if the exchange exposure
was so large that even slight changes in exchange rates
would, bring forth noticeable loss in absolute amounts.
Most sample companies avoided to disclose their annual net
cumulative exchange gainloss amount. Three companies
stated that their accounting records usually showed an
average annual realised net exchange gainloss of 6 figures
in Hong Kong Dollars. It would be very difficult to give
a general view of the managements' attitude of Hong Kong
companies towards exchange risks. Their emphasis can
however be approximated by their top managements' partici¬
pation in foreign exchange matters, corporate policy of
exchange risks and the ranks of executives responsible
for foreign exchange risks management»
Who Are Responsible for the Exchange Risks Managment
Function
The responsibility of exchange risks management
in the sample companies was on the personnel holding the
respective posts in Table XII
Table XII
Executives Responsible For Exchange
Risks Management
Posts Usual Designations Used in H.K.
Chief Executive Officer Managing Director, Director, General
Manager President
Head of the Finance
Accounting Function Financial Director, finance Manager,
Financial Controller Chief Accoun¬
tant
A special executive No generally used title but differs
greatly among firms
It is interesting to know that the exchange risks
management function was solely handled by the Chief Exe¬
cutive Officer in quite a number of the sample companies«
1. These designations were used by the sample companies
of this research project andor often appear in the recruitment
advertisements of South China Morning Post.
Table XIII
THE EXCHANGE RISKS MANAGEMENT
RESPONSIBILITY DISTRIBUTION AMONG SAMPLE COMPANIES
Hnnrnflni as wi Ih Annual Tnrnnvpr
Over HKS50 million tc Under HKS3C TOTAL
HKttlOO millinn(BTG) HKiilOO million (MEDIUM) million(SMALL) Unknown No.%
Solely by the Chief
BYPrn-hn va Offi nan
Solely by Head of the
FinanceAccounting De¬
partment





























The detailed statistics of the responsibility distribution
among the sample companies were summarised in Table XIH«
The eight companies where the exchange risks
management was handled solely by the chief executive
officer, were all locally based, having no affiliation
with foreign groups. Their chief executive officers pre¬
ferred making decisions themselves and delegated only
the documentation routines.
In those big and medium-sized companies, this func¬
tion was mostly delegated to the head of the Finance
Accounting department. In Hong Kong, it is a common
practice that for many companies the functions of both
finance and accounting are put under the responsibility
of one executive who reports to the Chief Executive
Officer. The finance manager (as most commonly called)
either manages exchange risks solely by himself or parti¬
cipates actively in a committee formed to serve this pur¬
pose. The committee in the sample companies usually
consisted of the finance manager himself and the chief exe¬
cutive officer. Only two companies among the sample employ¬
ed full-time-specialist to head a small section for mana¬
ging all foreign exchange matters. In one international
company, the authority to handle foreign exchange matters
was partially delegated to the chief accountant, under a
prescribed ceiling of the total amount at his own discre¬
tion. The chief executive officer resumed the responsi¬
bility for any transactions exceeding this maximum amount.
The statistics of the samples revealed that the top mana¬
gements of those small and medium-sized companies based
in Hong Kong considered the foreign exchange matters as
an important issue, and direct management from top was
preferred. On the other hand, the large and some of the
medium-sized companies, because of iiieir complexity in busi¬
ness operations, had top level participation only through
the Management by Exception approach.
An analysis of the background of those resxonsible
for exchange risks management would help understand their
attitude in this respect. It could also provide some
basis for explaining their approach in policy formulation.
The background of the responsible personnel in sample
companies are summarised in I el bie XIV.
Of the ten accountants, five have recognised
professional qualifications. Only one person out of
the total of twenty-two had actual experience in foreign
exchange dealings and sound banking background.
The Corporate Policy on Managing: Exchange Risks
The crucial point of exchange risks management is
whether to bear the risks or get them insured at a cost,
which sometimes will be very high. It would be desirable
for a company to define their business objectives and
formulate the corporate policy on the extent of risk-
taking in foreign exchange.
Table XIV
Personnel Responsible for





















The total adds up to 22 for 20 companies
because of two companies practising the
Committee Approach.
This corporate policy on exchange risks should
be made by the top management as an integrated function
to achieve the company's overall objectives. However,
in the sample companies, the exchange risks management
function either rested solely and partially on the Chief
Executive Officer, or in other cases completely entrusted
to his first-line subordinate, with on1y the minimuin con¬
trol. Under both situations, the need for clear-cut cor¬
porate Dolicv as guidelines of strategies would not be
pressing in daily operations if, at all, necessary. It
would not be surprising that none of the sample companies
had explicit corporate policy on exchange risks
Exchange Risks Policies of the Sample Companies
Ihe foreign excnange management ox one company
was internationally centralised at their head-office and
the local subsidiary had to follow their standard policy
on exchange risks. The other samnle companies took the
view that their policies were to protect their normal
profit margin. In hedging decisions, they tended to be
business-oriented rather than excliange-criented'l
However, the corporate policy was mostly set by the res¬
ponsible executive instead of the top management. One
sample company was found to engage in limited amount of
exchange speculation.
5.0 TOE PRACTICE OF EXCHANGE RISKS MANAGEMENT
BY THE SELECTED COMPANIES IN HONG KONG
The actual practice of the sarnie companies is
examined to understand the underlying factors and constraints
affecting their approach to and methods of exchange risks
management•
5.1 Classification of the Sample
Companies for Purposes of
this Study
A total of twenty sample companies was interviewed
in this study. Only one local subsidiary of an inter¬
national group had their financial management function
centralised in their head-office Treasury, and thus their
exchange risks management was also under the direct control
of their parent.
The other sample companies including the local
companies and subsidiaries of the multinationals were
found to be quite independent in the foreign exchange risks
management in Hong Kong and for the best interest of the
local office. -'-hose multinational subsidiaries experienced
very little influence from their headquarters, and they
were fully accounted for in their performance. Strategies
of inter-branch financing and fund flows as a hedging
measure were however not widely used by the sample companies
under this study. The information collected shows that
there is not much difference in. the approach to exchange
risks management between local and international companies,
but obvious similarity in companies of similar size. There¬
fore a general overall view of the sample companies will
be obtained, by classifying them according to their size
in terms of annual turnover as follows
1. Large Companies with annual turnover over HKlOO million
2. Medium-Sized Conrpanies with annual turnover within the
range HK$50 million- HK$100 million
3. Small Companies with annual turnover under HK5G million
The classification intervals are arbitrarily set
to identify the companies size by the scaling grades,
without actually disclosing their absolute sales figure.
However, five sample companies refused to indicate
the classification of their sales volume. for analytical
purposes, the practice adopted by these sample companies
of unknown size, was individually studied. In order to
classify these five companies and compare with the other
samples, they were subjectively assigned to the appropriate
size classification by reference to information from other
sources viz.,
1. Published accounts (for a public company)
2. Informal sources from people in the same field
3. Scale of operation in terms of investments in equipment,
employees number (approximate) and diversification of
product-lines etc.
• Hints from answers to other questions e.g. the
usual amount of foreign exchange transactions, annual
gainloss on foreign exchange, the usual amount of their
hedge etc.
Ultimately, two companies of unknown size were
arbitrarily assigned to the classification of Small
Comnanies while the remaining three to Medium-Sized Com-
panies. Since this study is not primarily focused on
the strict comparison of companies of various sizes, it
is believed that this subjective classification will not
seriously bias the ultimate findings. These five com¬
panies later proved that their practice tightly matched
the other companies in the same class.
The comnanies size classification is expected to-L. Jt.
--i
serve two purposes. 'irst, the practice of the various
sized companies in Iiong Kong can be known. Secondly, it
facilitates comparison of companies in different classes
and also betw.en themselves in the same class.
5.2 The Practice of Small Companies
There is a general tendency that the selected
companies in this category put much effort to evade the
exchange risks by negotiating both purchases and sales
orders in the denomination of Hong Kong Dollar. Whether
orders could be successfully contracted in loc 3.1 c iir it Gil c y j
would depend very much on the particular trade customs
past relations of the two parties, the market competition,
stability of the currency in negotiation and the bargaining
power of both companies.
The other party of the orders, of course, had very
good reasons to refuse Hong Kong Hollar for settlements
because they would otherwise have to take over the exchange
risks. Furthermore, Hong Kong Dollar has still not been
widely used as a major currency for international settle¬
ments. One interviewee even reported that a few of their
customers claimed that it would be easier to obtain a few
listed major currencies from the exchange control office
in their countries.
wo sample companies out of the totally six in this
category could successfully bargain for most orders in
Iiong Kong Dollar. The remaining orders in foreign curren¬
cies were so small in amount that they usually would not
even cover the exchange risks. these are the only two
companies in all samples that undertoo1: completely no
hedging against exchange risks.
The other four companies encountered difficulties
in waiving a major part of their exchange risks by including
Exchange Denomination Clauses in their purchases or sales
contracts. Alternatively, three of the:, fixed the exchange
rates on their sales and purchases orders by agreements
1. A condition of a contract (for sales or purchases)
specifying the terms of settlement currency.
with the other parties• The Agreed Rates which were
arbitrarily determined might not equal the market Spot
1 2
Rate nor Forward Rate. However, in determination of
the Agreed Rates, reference was often made to the forward
rates quoted for a delivery date on or near the settlement
date of the order in question. The remaining one company
under this classification even took such a strong attitude
towards resisting exchange risks that standard exchange rates
with a safety margin were quoted on all their selling
prices.
However, due to keen market competition, they some¬
times had to give up the Agreed Exchange Rates in order to
accomplish a particular business transaction. In those
extreme cases they would adjust or bargain on the order
prices if they saw that their profit margin Would be sub¬
stantially cut-down by the expected exchange loss. For ail
future orders with those particularly difficult customers
or suppliers, prices would be negotiated with an element
to cover any possible loss on foreign exchange.
Two companies prociaimed that sometiraes they wou1a
compromise on using a more stable third country currency
1. Spot Rate is the exchange rate for currencies
transactions with immediate delivery within the same business
day or two to account for the time zone factor.
2. Forward Rate is the exchange rate for a forward contract
of currencies transactions with an agreed delivery date(s) in
the future.
3 A set of exchange rates fixed by the company for
translation, and might be slightly different from spot rates.
for their orders. However, they then were still exposed
to exchange risks on this third currency, but only to a
less or perhaps more foreseeable extent.
After contracting away rnost of their exchange risks,
the remaining exchange exposure of these companies became
comparatively very small. Therefore they took a passive
attitude towards hedging the remaining exchange risks on
their orders. Unless the situation was so obvious that
either the exchange rates fluctuate violently
or the expected exchange loss of an exceptionally big
order unbearable, they would tend not to cover the risks
by forward contracts. Those sophisticated hedging methods
were rarely used by these small companies.
The factors governing their decisions whether to
hedge or not were tabulated below. qualitative analysis
was then made on these factors leading to a subjective
decision
Four companies in this category undertook hedges
by forward contracts to cover only those exceptional orders
on the Transactional Basis. ihey did not seem to
hedge on the overall net exposure of their companies, if
they could offset inflows and outflows of foreign currencies
For those orders to be covered, the full amounts were
usually hedged, but one sample company sometimes adopte-
1. Transaction Basis hedging is to relate the hedging
measure and its effect to an intended transaction which would
give rise to exchange risks. This basis is in contrast with
the Net Exposure Basis, on the overall net exposure of the company
Table XV
Factors Considered for Hedging
Ae-ainst Exchange Risks By Small Companies
No. of Cos. % of class total
1. Bankers Advice
2. Degree of Uncertainty of
Exchange Rates fluctuation
3 Trends of Exchange Rates
Movements
k. Time Lapse of the Exchange
Exposure
3. The Amount of the Foreign
Currency Order













the partial hedge strategy to cover only a portion of
the order proceeds.
All six samples in this category did not maintain
foreign currencies accounts with local or overseas banks.
They preferred dealing with their bankers in foreign cur¬
rencies, foreign trade financing or the forward contracts
they needed. Only one company was more selective and made
1
some Exchange Rates Shopping for those big amounts in
foreign exchange transactions. The top management of all
these companies personally managed the exchange risks and
controlled all foreign currency transactions by themselves.
The actual practice of the Small Companies is
summarised in the flowchart in Figure XI.
5.3 The Practice of Medium-Sized Companies
This category is the largest group with a total
of nine sample companies, including three local-based
public companies. The approach undertaken by these
companies in managing exchange risks was simply an ex¬
tension of the evasive practice of the small companies.
A gene y Business
A special feature was that two sample companies
in this group engaged heavily in the imports and exports
1. To make several enquiries of the prevailing exchange
rates quoted by banks or brokers and accomplish the deal with
the bank offering the most favorable spread.
Figue XI

































































agencies business on a commission basis. In most cases
Ox this type of agency business, the exchange risks on the
proceeds of merchandise should be borne by the principal
although they, as agents, often executed appropriate hedges
on principals' behalf according to their agency deeds'.
Under normal situations the exchange risks of the agents
would only be restricted to the commissions received in
foreign currencies. However one of these agency companies
stated in the interview that they sometimes
had also to bear part of the exchange risks on the order
proceeds. In certain unfortunate occasions, even the
exchange loss realised on certain orders before delivery had to be
absorbed fully or partially by them, though not legally
obliged according to the Agency Deeds, because their prin¬
cipals threatened to cancel the orders on their part by
default in delivery. In view of the prospects of future
business, the interviewed company strivec! reluctantly to
maintain the bare relationship or simply to avoid litigat¬
ions. They would, of course, reconsider the terms in
future transactions with these exceptional principals, but
in the meantime they were exposed to unnecessary exchange
risks.
Crders denomination
Most of the medium-sized companies interviewed als
tried to negotiate the currencv denomination of orders i -n
1. Agency deed is the contract between the agent and
principal regarding: the particulars and conditions of the asencv
Hong Kong Dollar, as the very first measure to eliminate
the exchange risks on business transactions. However,
they encountered the same difficulties as the small com¬
panies in this respect. One company succeeded in limiting
their exchange risks, by contract, to+_ 3% fluctuations
from the exchange rates as at the transaction date, and
any exchange gain or loss beyond this stipulated band
would be for the account of the foreign party of the order.
Dhe other negotiation methods on orders' denomination used
by the small companies were less effectively applied by
these medium comnanies in practice, although six companies
out of nine (i.e. 6y%) would still try to quote selling
prices in Hong Kong Dollar. xhe result was generally
not very satisfactory. Amongst these six companies only
two companies could obtain Agreed Exchange Rates for
some of their orders, and three sometimes had to compromise
by quoting order prices in a more stable third-country-
currency. The practice of one company was by quoting
prices of sales orders in both Kong Kong Dollar and the
foreign currency at a predetermined exchange rate slightly
favorable to them. The orders would be accepted within
a stated peeriod in either currency at the option of the
customer s.
Minimisation of exchange exposure
Generally, the selected samples in this category
were more active in minimising their exposure to exchange
risks, rather than eliminating them by exchange clause
of the order contracts. The scope of exposure minimi¬
sation was in two main aspects. The first one was by con¬
trolling as far as possible the purchases and sales orders
denomination (Like the small companies). The second was
by regulating their companies' Inflow and Outflow of
foreign currencies.
One comxoany in this category did not need to mini¬
mise their exposure because they had only one foreign cur¬
rency with exchange risks. That currency constantly had
one-way outflows without any compensating source of inflows.
1
The exchange risks of this short position therefore
could not be minimised by internal covering but had to be
hedged against.
The other eight companies (i.e. 89%) practised at
least some ways of minimisation of their exchange exposure.
One company among the eight in this category was found to
minimise their exchange risks in terms of U.S. Dollar and
the other seven in terms of Hong Kong Dollar. The methods
thev armlied were as follows:-
1. Matching receipts of a foreign currency with
payments of the same currency or vice versa,
within a reasonable period of time.
2. Negotiating, if possible, for a purchase orde:
in a particular foreign currency in order to
match future receipt(s) in the same currencv.
1. The overall exposure position of a company resulte
in« KhnTtape of a particular currency.
3- Negotiating, if possible, for a sale order in
a particular foreign currency in order to match
future payment(s) in the same currency.
A. Withholding foreign currencies received for
future expected payments.
The three companies on overall net exchange exposure
It was found that only three companies (i.e. 33%)
in this category did execute exchange exposure minimisation
to such an exhaustive extent that the companies' net expo¬
sure in each foreign currency could be determined by esti-
m A f i nil_
Two of them had certain overseas affiliation.
One locally-based company had several overseas subsidiar¬
ies and another was itself the subsidiary of an internat¬
ional group. However, both of them managed exchange risks
on their own exposure in Hong Kong, but they were not on
the internationally centralised net exposure of the whole
groups. All of them controlled their overall net exchange
exposure by means of a Foreign Currency Cash Forecast
for each currency. The future exposure was estimated by
the confirmed sales and purchases orders on hand together
with the anticipated payments and receipts in that currency.
One company even incorporated into this forecast their
expected future purchases orders and a conservative estimate
of sales orders. The forecast was also constantly up¬
dated to show the true exposure situation for managing
the minimisation purposes and also for hedging decisions
on an overall basis.
Two of these three interviewed companies admitted
that the forecasted exposure figures of their companies
could not be very accurate in timing, i.e. the net exposure
at various time in the future. he exact timing in for¬
eign currencies receipts and payments was closely related
to the merchandise delivery dates of orders which would
depend entirely on their manufacturing suppliers, and were
often very difficult for them to determine precisely. The
company with the calculated exposure including estimated
orders, would also have to act according to a rough and
uncertain ficrure.
All these three companies applied the partial
hedge strategy of covering only a portion of their over¬
all net exposure by one of the following criteria
1• Specifying a maximum limit of uncovered exposure
The company using this criterion first defined
the amount of exchange risks they could possibly
bear without any fatal damage to the company.
They would then fully cover the part of their
exposure exceeding this maximum limit. Before
this level was reached, hedging would still be
considered according to the various factors.
2- Snfir.i fvinp- a mavi mntn rereentacre of the overall
net exDosure with no covera
he absolute figure of the uncovered exposure
would be less precise, and the company sometimes
would be quite flexible on this maximum open
1imit.
3• No pre-determined uncovered limit
One company determined their overall net expo¬
sure for management information and control of
exposure minimisation purposes. Their hedging
strategy was still considered on the transaction-
by-transaction basis. Every hedging measure
was individually identified with reference to
the intended order(s) for coverage instead of
the overall net exposure. The percentage of a
transaction amount to be covered was also deter¬
mined according to the particular situation.
Exchange risks management by the remaining five companies
Minimisation of exchange exposure by the remaining
five companies was less intensive. Their constraint was
generally due to the lack of systemmatic control of expo¬
sure for each currency. Information back-up on all current
transactions in foreign currencies was far from adequate
for effective exchange risks management. The interviewees
of all these five companies admitted, directly or indirectly,
that they had no proper exchange exposure forecast, and
thus could not ascertain their overall net exposure for
decision-making. Planning for future exposure minimisat¬
ion would become extremely difficult and rough, if not
impossible at all. Their practice in exposure minimisation
could only be restricted to matching the very current
Accounts Receivable and Accounts Payable settlements and
other foreign currencies flows on the daily basis or ex¬
tended to a very short period of time in future.
Another reason for not hedging on the minimised
net exposure was that their position on each currency had
been constantly in only one direction of either long or
short because of their business nature. The scope for
minimising the exchange exposure in a particular currency
would be very limited, and the effect is significantly small.
They also claimed that banks usually charged them
Commission in lien of Exchange~at a scaling percentage
according to the amounts, if they settled the bills of
exchange on foreign currency orders without the currencies
conversion transacted with the same banks. This charge
would become the cost of exposure minimisation which could,
under certain circumstances exceed the cost of hedging or
even the expected loss of exchange. Minimisation of expo¬
sure should not, of course, be over-emphasized as the key
to all situations, but the interviewees did not seem to
have made such rational comparison of the various costs
to arrive at the most optimal strategy.
Consideration of hedging
The following Table shows the factors considere
bv all the nine samrle cnmnanies in this caterorv fon their
1. A.handling charge by banks for arranging settlement
in foreign currency, if not compensated by the earning from the
spread of related currencies conversion transactions)•
hedging decisions.
Particulars (l) and (2) in Table XYEvere not con¬
sidered by small companies (see p.lOBsup.). The decisions
of the two companies practising the partial hedges strategy
on their overall net exposure, could be easily determined
if their limit ofacceptable exchange risks had been
reached.
Only one-third of the medium-sized companies (i.e.
three samples) judged a hedging decision by actually
weighing the cost of hedging against the forecasted exchange
loss. Two of them proceeded to make certain forecast of
rates movements by first determining the basic trends of
rates changes. After the direction of rates movements was
known, further qualitative analysis was performed on those
factors such as the local and foreign countries' special
political stabilities (e.g. election) of both the foreign
countries and Hong Kong's nearby countries according to the
information from newspapers, bankers' reports and newsletters,
periodicals and also their head-offices.
The forecasted exchange loss was thus subjectively
found. No hedging, of course, would be necessary for an
expected exchange gain. Another critical, element was the
cost of hedging depending on the hedging niethod(s) used.
The cost of hedges was then compared with the forecasted
exchange loss. Their forecasted loss was not weighed with
the probabilities of actual occurrence. Even the straight¬
forward comparison of the hedging cost and forecasted exchange
Table XVI
Summary of Factors Considered by
Medium-Sized Conroanies for Hedeine
Particulars No. of cos. all Cos.
1. Open Limit for exchange
exposure
2. Cost of Hedge vs. Expected
Exchange Loss
3. The Order Amount andor
profit margin
4. Uncertainty of movement
of exchange rates
5. Bankers' advice














Note: Particulars (l) (2) (3or 4) were mutually
exclusive and not simultaneously considered
hv the seme r.nmnanv.
loss was not made by these companies on properly quantified
figures but only by human judgement and approximation.
Methods of hedcintr
Forward contracts were still the most generally
used method of hedging. An interviewed company once expect¬
ed a foreign currency receipt in the future, and thus they
covered it by selling forward the same amount. However,
not more than a few days before the due date of settlement
they were informed that the expected remittance had, for
some very grave reasons, to be delayed for several weeks.
The company was ultimately forced to buy at spot for the
delivery of the forward contract. The whole purpose of the
hedging on this transaction failed, and an exchange loss
was realised. Subsequently, all forward contracts were
effected, as far as possible, with the option of flexible
delivery dates within a stipulated time.
I'hree companies sometimes would buy a lump sum of
U.S. Dollars at the Spot Rate which was believed to be
at the current low. The U.S. Dollars were then kept in
their foreign currency deposit accounts with their bankers
with interest and reserved for the anticipated payments in
the same currency. This arrangement was to realise the
exchange gainloss at a favorable rate well before the
actual payment. Unfortunately, there were times these
favorable rates did not prove to be really very favorable.
The cost of this hedging method would be the interest
differential of interest received on the U.S. Dollar deposits
and the interest payable for financing the Hong Kong dollar
facilities, the latter is usually at a higher rate® The
recent low interest rate in Hong Kong would especially
favor the use of this method® The possibility of making
interest arbitrage by these companies was beyond the scope
of this study® Another disadvantage of this method was,
however, the using-up of the company's credit facilities
arranged with local bankers without knowing what would be
a fair charge for the opportunity cost of the credit
facilities which could otherwise be put to alternative uses®
Tn t er-comra uv F1i n d Flows
The Hong Kong subsidiary of an international group
often took some measures to avoid (or simply push-forward)
its exchange risks on a previously not covered payment
commitment in foreign currencies® If at the time of
payment, the spot rates were very unfavorable but be¬
lieved to be eased in a short time, it would seek assis¬
tance from its sister companies in those countries to pay
off th e foreign-currency liabilities on its behalf® It
would then re-iinburse those companies when the exchange
rates really become more favorable.
Since the head office of the international group
was not hedging on the global basis, this practice called
for mutual cooperation within the same group in exchange
risks management. The effectiveness of this practice depend¬
ed purely on the accuracy of management's judgement® There
is also the possibility that the unrealised exchange risks
it pushed forward could become worse if the unfavorable
trend of rates movements continued to aggravate their
exchange loss.
The cost of using this method was the interest
differential between the two countries. The low interest rate
prevailing in Ilong Kong would make this practice relative¬
ly expensive for the Hong Kong subsidiary because the
local office would have to re-imburse the overseas office
for their loss of interest regarding the payments. How¬
ever, the interest saved for financing local facilities
was much lower.
A brief comparison of interest rates in Hong Kong
and Eurodollar Market is demonstrated by Figure VIE, on p.54,
5.4 The Practice of Bis Companies
This category consisted of five international com¬
panies in Hong Kong. One of them was a subsidiary of a
multinational company under the direct financial control
of its head office. The exchange risks of the Hong Kong
office was therefore managed by the Treasury in head-office
on the global basis.
The other four companies were much more independ¬
ent in exchange risks management and their approach appeared
to be more uniform in contrast with the diversity of the
medium-sized companies.
Currency denomination of business transaction:
All th ese four companies sLiiiply do not over— empha-
Figure XII

























































size the need of negotiating the currency denomination of
orders in Hong Kong Dollar as a means to avoid the exchange
risks. Their first step in exchange risks management was
to minimise their foreign exchange exposure in
each currency. The methods they used were very similar
to those of the medium-sized companies. Currency denomin¬
ation of orders should not necessarily be always in Hong
Kong Dollar, but was negotiated in accordance wiCh tne minimi¬
sation of their overall net exposure in each currency. or
example, sales orders would be made in the currency of
which the company always had a shortage. Similarly,
purchases would be made, as far as possible, in the currency
of which their position was often in excess.
One company was found to have a major portion of
their business in indent-sales1 for which each purchase
order could be identified wTith a corresponding sale tran¬
saction. This company easily succeeded in securing the
denomination of both purchases and sales transactions in
the same currency, and hence they automatically became
immune from exchange loss. They were only exposed to
very little exchange risks on the remaining transactions
on a minor scale.
1. In Hong Kong, this jargon is commonly used in
practice, relating to those sale transactions for which special
purchases are necessarily made to fulfil the sale orders.
Foreign exchange exposure
All these four companies prepared an Exchange
Exposure Forecast to control the amounts of exposure on
various dates in the future. Their forecasts of exposure
were again very rough because of the unsatisfactory feed¬
back of internal information and the uncertainty of the
dates of foreign currencies receipts. Other practical
difficulties in making more accurate forecasts of future
exposure include:
1. difficulties in obtaining the specified raw
materials for production
2. Delays in obtaining the permits for exports
e.g. quotas for the garment industry
3- Frequent changes in shipping dates
km Business transactions allocated from and trans¬
ferred to other associated companies within the
international group
All these factors could affect the accurate deter¬
mination of the exchange exposure because the settlement
date as usually several days after the delivery date,
Three companies in this category hedged on the overall net
exposure because, besides the usual reason of being more
economical in exchange risks management, they also found
difficulty in determining the length of period for covering
individual orders all with uncertain settlement dates in
the future. Only one company still related each hedging
measure with an individual order because most of its busi-
ness in foreign currencies could be self-covered. It would
therefore be more straight-forward to hedge the remaining
exposure purely on the transactional basis. it was of
the opinion that this minor part of its exchange risks
exposure would not justify the additional administrative
costs of managing the overall net exposure for hedging
purpo ses•
D11 v r lo o c n 1 o r
Before the consideration of any hedging necessity,
two companies in this category used to practise purchase
lags' to avoid unbearable exchange risks or too high the
cost of the merchandise when sometimes the exchange rates
had been too adverse.
In time of exceptionally high exchange rates for
purchases orders, they would first see if other simultan¬
eous transactions in the same currencies could cover the
exchange risks or their exchange exposure could in any way
be minimised by effecting these purchases orders. If not,
they would withhold these orders or part of the usual quan¬
tities of an order, depending on both the urgency of the
merchandise and the expectation of future rates changes.
Their objective was to reduce the cost of purchases by
delay when the exchange rates were subsequently eased. Nor¬
mally they would not delay purchases purely because the
1. Delays in purchase until the exchange rates
be more favorable.
exchange risks were too high, hey preferred bearing
additional costs of hedging to the disruption of the normal
course of business, unless there was the possibliity of
monetary crises.
On the other hand, purchase leads were not applied
to take advantage of favorable exchange rates because their
inventory and liquidity controls would be the constraints.
Payment Leads and Lags were also not practised by them
because Leads would increase the interest costs, and com¬
pensating discounts for earlier payments were not always
available. They thought that Payment Lags would spoil
their creditworthiness in trade whilst the exchange risks
could not be completely eliminated but only deferred. The
effectiveness of using Payment Lags to avoid exchange loss
had to depend on their forecast accuracy of future rate
changes. Generally, they would not allow Leads and Lags
to interfere their equilibrium in the normal course of
business.
Consideration of hedging
All these four companies made some form of estimat¬
ion of the future exchange rates movements and considered
the hedging decisions with reference to their forecasts.
Three companies based their forecasts on the analysis of
1. Purchases be made earlier than normal in order to
take advantage of the current favorable exchange rates or to
avoid the expected adversity in the future rates.
the time series of each currency to find out the direct¬
ion of the basic trend. Substantial weight was put on the
up or down trends, for the decision whether to hedge or not.
The fourth company, however, forecasted the future exchange
rates by only qualitative analysis of the various factors
affecting the rates, including the political and economic
conditions affecting both the foreign countries and Hong
Kong. The interviewee of this company especially emphasized
the following points about the local conditions which he
would particularly take into consideration:-
1. The Iiong Kong balance of trade
2. Political and economic stability of the South
east Asia countries (which have been believed
to be the sources of hot money inflows)
3. Movements of local interest rates in comparison
with international interest rates
4. Fluctuations of the most important invisible
items of the Hong Kong balance of payments
3. Estimate of the psychological effects of the
balance of trade movements
Information about these points was obtained from
newspapers, periodicals and bankers' newsletters, etc.
When asked of their opinions on using econometric
models to be run on computers with assigned parameters fo:
forecasting future exchange rates, they stated they would
1. Time series are distribution of empirical date
plotted against a stated period of time.
2. The Hong Kong balance of payments has never
hri annnnrinpH_
not personally have much confidence in applying these
models in practical use. Their reasons were recorded
as follows:-
1. Artificial models could never equate the
existing reality
2. Most models would be subject to certain
randomness and omission of those impossible-to-
exhaust factors.
3- Certain factors in the real-life environ¬
ment were hardly forecasted or quantified.
4. There might be certain assumptions in those
models which would not be always valid for
all circumstances.
5« Most models suffered from the lack of the
self-regulating flexibility to adapt the
quickly changing situations of the world
economy.
6. They did not have the computers to run the
models.
7• The benefits might not justify the costs.
8. They psychologically felt uncomfortable to
put their 'stakes' on computer output.
The three companies did make use of their forecasts
to arrive at the estimated future exchange rates by
subjective judgement. The expected exchange loss was
calculated by comparison of this estimated rate with
the spot rate as at the transaction date. However,
according to the .information of interviewees, the
expected exchange loss was not determined by calculations
of quantified figures, but done by human judgement.
Although the whole process was much in the same logic,
their results would be less precise and conclusions
misleading for those marginal cases where only accuracy
could show the critical difference.
Their decisions were often finalised by comparing
the hedging costs with the estimated exchange loss. Other
factors would also affect to certain extent, their decisions
viz.,
1. The length of the period throughout which the
exchange exposure would be subject to risks
until fully realized
2. The profit margins of the orders making up
the exchange exposure
3. Bankers' and brokers' advice
Suitable weights would be given to these additional
factors in consideration, especially when the difference
of costs and estimated loss turned out to be insignificant
or the interviewees under certain circumstances did not
have sufficient confidence in their subjective judgements.
Under such uncertain situations where they either could
not easily make a decision or a decision had only been
tentatively made not to hedge, the matter would then
be reviewed within a short time period. Their
decision on hedging would either be confirmed or
amended as necessary if the situations became more
clarified.
Hedging Methods
Besides the common use of forward contracts as
a rule, the four companies also maintained substantial
balances in -(heir foreign currencies accounts which
were supposed to serve the following purposes:-
1. For precautionary purposes of meeting all
the unexpected payments in foreign currencies,
not yet included in their exchange exposure
forecasts
2. As the function of a reservoir for pro¬
viding quickly adjustable facilities to
minimize the sharply changing exchange
exposure in daily operation
For temporary keeping of the foreign cur¬
rencies bought for future payment commitments
whenever the forward-rate-discount exceeded
the interest differentials of keeping that
currency
These companies would from time to time buy U.S.
Dollar at spot rate for their U.S. dollar deposit accounts
to cover their short-position of their net exchange expo¬
sure, as an alternative to hedging by forward contracts.
Their decisions were reported to be based more on their
expectation of the future changes of U.S. dollar rate.
Should their judgement not actually realize, they could
still hold the U.S. dollar for future payments without
incurring any exchange loss.
The interviewees pointed out that their practice
had been quite different from speculations on spot rates,
in the sense that their objective was only to minimise
their net exchange exposure. Any exchange gain on the
transactions were considered as a windfall.
However, they should compare the interest differential
of this practice (i.e., the interest lost in Hong Kong
dollar less interest received in U.S. dollar) with the
costs of other hedging methods, if protection against
exchange risks would really be their theme.
The interest rate recently in Hong Kong is rela¬
tively very low. Two companies in this category disclose
that they could obtain local bank loans at interest
rates very close to the local best lending rate. Hence
they borrowed loans in Hong Kong dollar from local
banks and bought enough U.S. dollar when the rate was
favorably low to cover their net exchange exposure in
U.S. dollar. The U.S. dollar was then deposited to
Eurodollar market at an interest rate higher than the
local interest rate. Again, they earned the interest
differential between the Eurodollar interest and the
local best lending rate. One of these two companies
claimed they would also consider the tax effects on the
interest received from Eurodollar because this interest,
being offshore earning, was normally exempted from the
Hong Kong ta X« II owever, at the time of writing, the if .in an-
cial secretory disclosed that income of overseas interest
would soon be taxable. The difference between their nrac™
tice and the normal Interest Arbitrage was that the U.S.
dollar had already been covered by their net exchange ex¬
posure of U.S. dollar in their business, and additional
hedging against exchange risks would be unnecessary.
Swaps and inter-company transfers of funds were also often
used by these big companies•
Execution of Exchan.ee Risks Management
All these four companies managed the exchange risks
of their Hong Kong offices and the subsidiaries under their
direct financial control. They had decentralised authority
to act in the best interest of their profit centres in
Hong Kong. Two of these companies submitted details of
their exposures and hedging activities to their head-
offices which would then consolidate all the reported
positions within their groups. Additional hedging would
then be made on the uncovered gaps by their head-officesCP JL J
on the global basis.
Another local-based company also allowed the depart¬
ment heads in-charge of each product line to decide whether
to cover a particular order or not. The Central Treasury
would provide them all the necessary information and
advice. The decisions of each department head would be
periodically reflected in the performance reports of his
1. The financial secretary in his speech for moving the
Budget 197879 in the legislative council.
profit centre• The Central Treasury also reviewed the
o
overall position of the company to consider the necessi ty
of additional cover. Any merits would be attributed to the
Treasury but not for any departments instead. This was the
only local company of which the Treasury was individually
evaluated of its performance in exchange risks management.
The two international companies were also similarly evalu¬
ated by their parent companies.
Management Reporting on Exchange Risks
Only the two international companies prepared
formal reports on exchange risks management for submission
to their parent companies other than the normal accounting
reports. Their reports included the following major
information?
1. Exchange GainLoss for the period
2. Amount of the net exposure of each currency,
with analysis of the respective future
realisation dates of individual monetary items
and their committed exchange rates
Amount of the total hedges in each currency,
with analysis of methods in amounts, contract¬
ed rates and dates of delivery or settlements
km Comparison of the contracted rates of hedges
and the actual spot rates, when the hedge
was ultimately cleared or realised
5• Forecasts of the future movements of exchange
rates and information of the future environ¬










































































However, there was usually no feed-back comments
or advice from head-offices regarding their reports.
The outline of the practice by these big companies is
flowcharted in Figure
5-5 Comparison of the Practice by Sample
Companies of Different Sizes
By a close examination of the empirical models
of the large, medium and small sample companies, it is
found that generally their approach follows the same
logic sequence of the theoretical model in its key
steps:
1. Occurrence of transactions with exchange risks
2. Reduction of risks as far as possible
3. Consideration of the necessity of protection by
hedging
k. Choice of hedging methods
5. Execution of the decisions made
6. Control and Evaluation
Because of the diverse sophistication in the
approach by these companies of various sizes, they were
in fact practising the whole or part of the theoretical
model, with each step also in different degrees of
intensity according to individual situations. Each
category of company sizes is compared and discussed in
line of these key steps.
Small Companies
The exchange risks management by small companies
Put emphasis on the evasion of the exchange risks attach¬
ing to their foreign currency transactions, they put tre¬
mendous effort in either negotiating orders denomination
in Hong Kong dollar or securing other forms of guarantee
such as Agreed Exchange Rate and orders denomination in
a stable third country currency. The measure of Agreed
Exchange Rates was, in fact, by fixing a rate for settle¬
ment and the risks of deviation from this point still had to be
borne by either party. The degree of risks depended
on the rate agreed and the direction of rate movements.
Denomination of orders in a stable third country currency
could only provide better protection, but they were still
exposed to the exchange risks of this third country currency.
These small companies judged and managed their
exchange exnosure net on the net. overall basis ,but on
the transactional basis. Their approach was on each
foreign currency transaction that they strived for exchange
risks minimisation. Although most of their foreign cur¬
rency transactions involved two-way movements of inflows
and outflows, their consideration of hedges was also
on the various factors affecting individual transaction.
Offsetting the risks on inflows and outflows was
never done by them because their internal system had not
provided procedures for this process. ince the major
part of their exposure was eliminated by denomination in
Hong Kong dollar, the minor part would be easier to be
hedged transaction-by-transaction without committing
the administrative complication in arriving at the over¬
all net exposure for hedging purposes.
Since they only covered those especially risky
transactions in foreign currencies, their real concern
was how uncertain the exchange loss could be. They
usually sought for bankers1 advice on this topic. They
could not, in view of their size, afford both the time
and cost for the forecasting of exchange rates movements.
How much weight they would put on the factors of hedging
consideration was unknown. Their overall process of
consideration was, however, straight-forward and simple.
Medium-Sized Companies
Two companies in this category had substantial
foreign trade as agencies, and with few exceptions, they
were free of exchange risks on those transactions®
Negotiation of orders denomination in local curr¬
ency as the means for evasion of exchange risks was less
intensively used by the medium-sized companies, and all
exchange clause terms used by small companies were also
applied. A new term used by a medium-sized company in
exchange clauses was to limit their exchange risks to
+ 5% fluctuations from the orders' rates as at the business
transaction date.
The medium-sized companies were, however, more
active than the small companies in minimising their
exchange exposures by offsetting the exchange risks on
foreign currencies flows in opposit directions. However
only one-third of the companies of this size managed ex¬
change risks by netting the transactions' exposures so
exhaustively that hedging could be made on only the
overall net exposure of each currency. The overall net
exposures of these three companies were constantly up¬
dated and controlled by their Future Exchange Exposure
Forecasts. The exchange exposures of the other two-
third, however, were only minimised randomly without satis¬
factory co-ordination and control.
The emphasis of exchange risks management by the
medium-sized companies was in the consideration of the
necessity to hedge and the hedging methods. Again, only
three companies in this category (i.e. 13) based their
necessity to hedge on comparison of the Costs of Hedging
against Estimated Exchange Loss, and two of them also
adopted the practice of hedging on their overall net ex¬
posure. Other factors also given weights in their con¬
sideration were quite similar to those of the small
companies• Two of these three companies tried to make
their own forecasts of future exchange rates by analysing
the basic trends of various time series of historical
exchange rates. Their objectives were to find out the
trends direction of rates movements for determination of
risks magnitude.
Another distinct point of these medium companies
was that besides the commonly used forward contracts, three
or four companies also applied other hedging methods.
In general, the medium-sized companies were in a
mixed group with one-third of them practising exchange risks
management in the way relatively similar to the big
companies, while the other two-thirds similar to the
small companies®
Bis Companies
In comparison with the small and medium-sized com¬
panies, the outstanding point in the exchange risks manage¬
ment by the bigs was that all of them practised the over¬
all net exposure concept for each currency. Denomination
of orders was well planned to best suit the positions of
their companies and also used as means to minimise the net
exchange exposure of the related currencies instead of
insisting on Hong Kong dollar as a rule. All companies
hedged on their overall net exposure but not, like most of
medium and small companies, on each transaction. Two
companies (i.e. k0%) in this category sometimes practised
purchases lags, j)erhaps because their big orders'
justified the application of this measure®
In consideration of the necessity to hedge, their
critical judgement was all focused on Cost of Hedging
vs. Estimated Exchange Loss,although other factors
considered by small and medium companies were also included
to reinforce or counter-check their judgements. For
those negative decisions in hedging they would review
the situation after a wait-and see period.
Another unique point was that performance in
hedging decisions was traced to the various profit
centers. Management reports, other than the normal
accounting reports, were prepared as feedback information
to the responsible executives about the current situation
and past performance of exchange risks management.
1. Profit centers are responsibility units of which
their performance was evaluated according to their earnings
less various costs allocated to them.
6.0 EVALUATION OF THE SELECTED COMPANIES'
PRACTICE IN EXCHANGE RISKS MANAGEMENT
A more thorough examination of the exchange risks
management practice in these sample companies of various
sizes can be made by evaluation and comparison with the
approach of the theoretical model (see p. 68 sup.) This
comparative evaluation is expected to achieve two object¬
ives. First, it will show in which aspects the actual
practice of the sample companies differ from the theore¬
tical model. Secondly, it will find out to what extent the
theoretical model can be applied to these sample compan¬
ies in Hong Kong.
6.1 Evaluation ox the Practice
bv Sannole Companies
The practice adopted by the sample companies was
evaluated according to their sizes.
Small CoriT)anies
It would be easy to imagine how much effort the
small companies did put in negotiating the orders deno¬
mination in order to achieve the protection against
exchange risks. Much effort could, however, be saved if
the exchange risks were properly managed. It could, always
be questionable whether too strong an attitude in the
elimination of exchange risks by means of exchange clauses
could, to certain extent, be detrimental to trade compet-
itiveness. The long-term effects would even be more
difficult to quantify or assess.
Furthermore, certain methods such as agreed risks
bands or orders denomination in a stable third country
currency, still could not provide full protection but
only lessen the degree of risks. Therefore more effective
methods in exchange risks management should be considered
for future application.
The exchange exposures of the small companies were
not expressed in the overall net basis and hedges were
made only on the isolated transactional basis. Since
some of the small companies had inflows and outflows of
the same foreign currency, they should match these mutual¬
ly covered currency flows. Hedging on only the net ex-no-
sure would reduce the cost of hedging. The additional
administrative time and costs in keeping records and con-
trolling the trails of foreign currency transactions for
the purpose of effecting the mutual-covering should, how¬
ever, be counter-balanced with the saving of management's
time in considering and handling the repetitive hedge
requirements of individual business transactions.
In considering the necessity to hedge, their atten¬
tion was focused on the degree of risks in terms of the
uncertainty of incurring exchange loss, the amounts at
stake and the time exposed to such uncertainty. Bankers'ad¬
vice could and actually did influence or reinforce their deci-
sions. The costs to insure the risks would not be
important to them. Their decisions were simply in the
one dimension of judging whether the risks were bearable
by sufficient profit margins of the transactions concerned.
The full amounts of the orders were quite often hedged
if they thought the exchange risks would be too high.
They did net seem to consider the possibility of
reducing their risks to an acceptable level by the part¬
ial hedge strategy.
In order to obtain the optimal benefit, they shou3.d
compare the cost of an equally simple alternative of hold¬
ing the foreign currencies for further payments especially
when the interest differential was far under the hedging
cost by forward contracts.
Medium Companies
Although most companies of this category tried to
minimise their exchange exposures, it was surprising that
as few as only three companies of such size were actually
hedging on their companies' overall net exposures. In¬
deed, they had practical difficulties to determine their
overall net exposures because they were in lack of appro¬
priate and first-hand information in the form specially
designed for exchange risks management. For the very
same reasons mentioned for the small companies, the add¬
itional costs for control of transactions in foreign cur¬
rencies must be justified?
Most companies except these three did not judge
the necessity of hedging precisely and rationally by wei¬
ghing the costs of hedges against the expected exchange
loss. Two companies had the predetermined maximum limits
for the Open Position of their exchange exposure, but
they did not frequently review their limit to suit the
changing environment.
Ri Corrmani o s
In contrast, the exchange risks management by
the big companies was overall more rational and sophis¬
ticated.
Purchase Lags-
Two big companies occasionally practised the
purchase lags. The primary objective here was to avoid
the exceptionally high costs of imports due to adverse
exchange rates, not to avoid exceptionally high exchange
risks. The constraints on extensive use of purchase
lags were the level of inventory and re-ordering lead-
time of the merchandise in question. The effective¬
ness of these measures depended greatly on the accuracy
of the subjective forecasts by these companies about the
future exchange rates. From the conversation in
the interviews, they seemed to have considered care¬
fully the consequences of losing business through insu¬
fficient inventory. If the unfavorably high exchange
1. The lapse of time necessary for re-ordering before
the merchandise can arrive.
rates continued to go against them, they would be forced
to purchase at even higher costs or to delay the tran¬
saction for an exceptionally long time.
Net Exchange Exposure-
All these big companies managed their exchange
risks according to their overall net exchange exposure.
However, the accuracy of their forecasts about exchange
exposure still need improvement through more complete
information. The interviewees of two companies admitted
that they had no standard procedure for constant review
of their exposure before making every decision in con¬
nection with exchange risks management.
In considering the need of hedges, three big
companies, like the other three medium-sized companies,
also based their decisions on rough comparison of the
Cost of Hedging and Expected. Exchange Loss mentally.
However, they agreed that some very simple calculations
on the quantified expected exchange loss and the current
cost of hedging would be very helpful in giving a clear
picture of the situation.
Forecasting-
They could not undertake any independent research
in exchange rates forecasting. Thev did not engage in ex-
change speculation, and the usual cost of hedging for the
normal business transactions were never large enough to
justify the employment of full-time economists to do the
forecasting. Computer packages suitable to serve this
purpose were not avai1ab1e in the Hong Kong market. T11e
fact that the Hong Kong balance of payments and the
details of exchange reserves held in Exchange Fund have
never been pub1ished wou1d make the forecasting of ex-
change rates more difficult. Practically, these companies
could only refer to experts' opinions in published reports
and bankers' advice. Then they had to draw their own
subiective conclusion. Therefore their forecast of future
rates for the purpose of calculating the expected exchange
loss, is based simply on the published opinions of experts.
The periodicals or omer publications recommenaea by most
of the interviewees were recorded as follows:
Economic and Political Environment
1. Far East Econoniic Review (weekly)
2. Xn sight (month1y)
3. Hong Kong Economic Journal (daily)
4. Asian Finanee (mont: 1 ly)
Specialised References
1. Reports of the Economist Intelligence Unit
Ltd. e.g. Ma1colm Crawfore, Currencies in
a Floating HorId. (Special Report No. 33)
2. Asian hall Street Journal
3. International Reports
4. Bank Rep ort s and News1e 11 er
Management Reporting-
The purposes of the management reports prepared
by the two big companies specially for exchange risks
management can be summarised as follows:
1. To provide their parent companies the
information of their exchange exposure in each
currency and the details of their hedges
2. To compare the decision of hedging with the
ultimate exchange risks when realised
3. To show the overall performance of exchange
risks management as reflected by their adopted
a c c ounting s t anda r d
4. To report to parent companies the local infor-
mation of foreign exchange market and their
judgement of the future changes
The other information to parent companies would
be the accounting statements reflecting the local per-
formance of various profit centers in foreign exchange.
All these reports would perhaps be very desirable for
control and performance evaluation purposes. However,
there were inadequate feed-back information in these
reports for review and improvement of the whole approach
in exchange risks management. A good reporting system
should provide the management sufficient insight to amend















































































6.2 Adjusted Model of Practice For
Sanrole Companies in Ilon.rc Kon.cc
After evaluation of the actual practice by the
sample companies, an adjusted mddel is built to integrate
the theories in exchange risks management with the empiri¬
cal practice by sample companies in the local environment.
The major shortcomings found in the empirical practice of
sample companies and already taken into consideration in
the adjusted model are to be discussed. The Adjusted
Model is shown by a flowchart in Figure XIV
Pur chase Lags
The Purchase Lags practised by the two big companies
were mostly for reducing cost of purchases. Purchase lags
intended for evading commitments under great uncertainty
of future rates fluctuation should have been included in
the adjusted model as one of the hedging measures. Before
purchase lags were exercised to avoid highly risky tran¬
sactions, the accompanying disadvantages to the normal
business operation should be weighted against the expected
exchange loss. Again, this particu1ar neasure has to be
further compared with other hedging methods in terms of
costs before the optimum choice is made»
Minimisation of Exchange Exposure
In the adjusted model, there is a step of negot¬
iation of Exchange Clause and Agreed Rates before the
procedure of Minimisation of Exchange Exposure. In fact,
the former step is ancther way to minimise the particu1ar
exchange exposure created by the individual transactions.
This step was widely used by the small and some medium-
sized companies to eliminate the major part of their ex¬
change risks. Therefore the remaining risks are those
which need to be minimised by the commonly used methods
(see p. 113- 11 sup.).
It is believed that any favorable terms in Exchange
clause will be beneficial to the company, provided there
will not be any harmful side-effect to the normal busi¬
ness. In fact, certain exchange clauses, e.g., denomination
on a third-country-currency, agreed exchange rates and
guaranteed band of exchange risks, all not necessarily can
assist in keeping the exchange exposures in all currencies
at the optimal minimum, but the extra exposure not being
minimised will not be expected to cause any substantial risks.
Otherwise, the negotiation of exchange clauses itself
would have been erratic. Therefore it follows that the
extra exposure may not need any coverage because of its
tiny uncertainty.
Corporate Policy
All sample companies under study did not have
explicit strategic policy of their companies 5 such as the
guidelines from top management in exchange risks management.
Their existing corporate policies were only on internal
centralisation of authority and delegation of responsibili¬
ty of this function. The top managements of two sample
companies did actually give certain directives to the res-
ponsible executives e.g. the maximum limits of uncovered
exchange exposure or exchange speculations not allowed etc.
However, the strategic policy should provide further speci¬
fic guidelines to the executive for decision-making, espe¬
cially in those marginal occasions.
Because of the non-existence of well defined strate¬
gic policies of the corporations, the executives with the
responsibilities of exchange risks management had either
to formulate their own policies or simply manage each
case according to their own judgements. Like the manage¬
ment of all other functions, it is important that the exe¬
cutives responsible will proceed along the lines of the
top management and the company objectives. Therefore the
corporate policy on exchange risks is indispensable.
The corporate policy has always to cope with the
changing environment and the dynamic internal resources
and constraints. Therefore policy has also to be modified,
whenever necessary according to the feed-back information
from Management Reports or the result of evaluation in per¬
formance, methods, personnels and any other aspects con¬
cerning exchange risks.
Factors of Consideration in Hedging; Necessity and Methods
All factors considered by all sample companies
are consolidated and used for this adjusted model. These
factors can be classified as follows:-
1. Expected Exchange Loss
a. Estimated changes of exchange rates
b. Estimate of exchange rates being further
reinforced by bankers' and brokers' advice
c. The period of time the exchange exposure
being subject to fluctuations of exchange
rates.
2. Profit Margins of Transactions
3. Costs of various Hedging Methods
k. Tax Implications
Consideration of Hedging
Consideration of hedging is, in fact, a black-box
process involving complicated psychological effects of
the executives and the corporate policy on risks-taking.
The vital point is to compare the cost of hedges with the
expected exchange loss, and the profit margin of tran¬
sactions should also be considered. The connection of
these three major factors contributing to the final out¬
comes is shown in Figure XV. The flowchart is only an
over-simplified framework for demonstration purposes.
Management Reports
The design of management reports has to provide
the feed-back information for the following purposes:-
1. To show the result of all decisions
2. To report the most current situation
3. To record the rationale for previous decisions
k• To provide the basis for evaluation of perform-
C-TAPvT




















































anc e, me t ho d s and per s onne1
5. To provide the insight in the existing ex¬
change risks management for corporate policy
f or111 u 1 a t i on and anlendm en t
Therefore the 'Management Reports in thisJL
adjusted model are the necessary controlling mechanism.
Evaluation By Kanagement. —
Eva 1 ua t i. on shou 1 d in.elude:
1 Fast performance in terms of exchange gain
or loss
2, Past performance in various profit centers
3• Past performance of the responsible executives
k. The methods of forecasting exchange loss
3® The general approach to exchange risks
management
Based on this evaluation, the weaknesses can be
corrected and experience gained. Consequently future
corporate policy can be amended.
We can say that the empirical practice was very
similar to the theoretical model, subject only to cer¬
tain amendments already discussed. As for the medium and
small companies, their approach was comparatively simpler
and less intensive, because their scale and business
nature only necessitate the application of part of the
big companies' practice. The essential features of the
Adjusted Model need not be modified particularly for
the small and medium-sized companies. However, some
measures e.g. the wait and sec period for hedging
consideration, may not be absolutely necessary for the
small companies because of the small hedge amount. The
complexity of some model steps e.g. the minimisation
of exchange exposure, can also be much simplified in a
small company in comparison with a big company. There-
fore this adjusted model shonld foe equa11y ap; 1icab1e for
all the selected conroanies of various sizes. The essen-
tial parts of the Adjusted Model acre highlighted, in
Figure XVI for the ready reference by some small and
m e d i urn -sized companies. T li e a u t h o r, ho w ever, disco ur a g e
the use of this summary as a substitute of the Ad lusted
Model itself.
o. p Moael j.esting
The Adjusted Model for Exchange Risks Management
should ideally be tried in actual practice for a comsi-
derable length of time Test its effectiveness and
-practicability. However for this research oroiect thisJu +J jL .J
testing is impossible because of time and resource
1imit a tions•
As a compromise, three sample companies were
again selected one from each size category for a second
































Note: This figure is a summary but not a substitute of the
Adjusted Model.
was to discuss the Adjusted Model with companies of
different sizes. Their comments based on their experience
were recorded on the applicability of the Adjusted
Model. The big company selected for this subsequent
interview stated that its existing practice had a1ready
been very close to this model, and the interviewee strong¬
ly believed that the model should be applicable® He
said that they would seriously consider the suggested
amendments (see Section 6.2 sup.) and improve their
existing practice in exchange risks management®
The medium-sized company interviewed thought that
the Adjusted Model would be most desirable. The
additional costs incurred for managing all foreign
exchange transactions for the purpose of hedging only on
the overall net exposure, could be a deterent of their
adoption. Extra manpower would be necessary for preparing
the Management Reports. The management would also be over-
burdcned. with the Eva 1 uation that foliowed. Tlicy be-
lieved that the Adjusted Model would be applicable in
their company, but they had to re-consider the justifi-
cation in more precise terms• They admitted that their
hesitation was pure1y on costs and ma11agenient burden in
additional routines. These two points were however ex¬
plained to him that the costs, of course, had to be justi¬
fied in the first place, and the burden on management
could be reduced to minimum by the concept of Manage-
merit- by Exception.
On the other hancl, the selected Small Company
accepted tire proposal of this Adjusted Model. Since
most of their exchange risks had been eliminated by
Ex chang e C1 a u s e a. n I A g r e e d E x c h a n g e I fates, 111 e y woi11 d
not have much problem with the control and management of
the exchange exposure on the remaining transactions. The
interviewee stated they would try this model for a short
period and evaluate its actual effectiveness.
None of the interviewees in these subsequent
interviews proposed further amendments in any part of
tiie adjusted model, even under the request by the inter-
viewer.
P_ n C CTVTCI JT O T (v.TT AMn T? P.C.f:M7! RKTI) A TT Oil S
The findings of this study are briefly summarise-
in t h e fbl 1 owing:
1• The theoretic 1 rn o d el for e x c h a n g e r isl.cs m a n a g e r i e n t
follows the logical sequence of firstly the evasion
of exchange risks on business transactions, then
minimisation Of the exchange exposure, protection hy
hedging, control and evaluation of the practice®
2. The emphasis of the small companies' practice was on
the evasion of exchange risks by exchangedenomina¬
tion clauses. The inevitable exchange exposure was
then covered by forward contracts on transactional
basis according to the degree of exchange risks.
3• The medium-sized companies were in a very diverse
group of exchange practice. In addition to the
negotiation of exchangedenomination clauses, they
generally practised the measure of exposure minimisa¬
tion, not adopted by small companies. Only a minority
of these companies hedged on the overall net exposure
and the others were on transactional basis. The
factors they considered for hedging decisions were
many but only a few companies based their decisions
on-comparing the cost of hedges against estimated
exchange loss. The hedging methods they applied
w e jt e rolsi t ivoly m one diver six ie c 9
k• Big companies hedged against exchange risks on their
minimised overall net exposure, and they hedged the
hedging necessity on cost of hedging vs estimated
exchange loss. Management reports on exchange risks
management were prepared tor control and evaluation
purposes,
After evaluation of the findings in this empiri-.It.
cal study, the following conclusion and recommendations
can be made.
7.1 Conclusion
The selected companies in Hong Kong were found.1. V- V—»
to manage their foreign exchange risks in more or lesswo—
the same logical approach as the theoretical model.
However, there was a great divergence of sophistication
and intensity in their practice according to their sizes
in terms of annual turnover.
Those small and medium-size companies were
practising only part of the suggested theoretical model
derived from published literature, but big companies
have adopted almost the complete model subject to certain
omissions and simplification in order to adapt to their
internal environment.
Certain weaknesses were found in the practice of
these companies, but the theoretical model of foreign
exchange risks management should be equally applicable tov v— -x-
all these selected companies in the local environment.
Due to their relatively small scale of foreign exchange
operations, it is obviously very difficult and not justi¬
fiable for them to carry out independent research for
exchang e rates forecasting•
Kenee, g ener ally sp ea.king, the hypo the s i s on
which this empirical study is based can be considered
as appropriat e.
7.2 Recomm enda tion s
In the first place, the Adjusted Model is re¬
commended to all selected companies. This model is ex¬
pected to render better protection against exchange risks
in a more economical and rational way.
Certain medium-sized companies selected for this
study are urged to visualise the importance of a more
systemmatic and complete approach to exchange risks mana¬
gement. Some exhaustive evaluation should actually be
carried out on balancing the cost and benefit of its
adoption. Those points mentioned in Chapter 6.0 sup. are
also recommended for re-consideration by all relevant
selected companies in their revision of their practices.
Appendix I







after the rate agreed for an
order
Loss borne by local party
Gain to overseas party
Gain to local party
Loss to overseas party
Foreign Currency weakens
after the rate agreed for
an order
Gain to local party
Loss to overseas party
Loss borne by local party
Gain to overseas party
Note: It is assumed that settlement will be also in the foreign currency, otherwise
exchange risks can be eliminated by Currency Denomination Clause.
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May I appeal for your support of an academic research project?
I am an M.B.A. candidate of the Lingnan Institute of Business
Administration, The Chinese University of Hong Kong, and am
currently undertaking a thesis research on foreign exchange
hedging activities by Hong Kong trading firms.
I would deeply appreciate your assistance in providing
information on how your company manage foreign exchange risks.
All information provided by you will be kept in strict
confidence. No individual will be identified in my final
thesis.
If you are interested in helping me, would you kindly spare
half an hour for an interview? A Reply Form and an envelope
are enclosed for your convenience. Thank you very much for




Mr. Gabrie1 Chi rig,
Lingnan Institute of Business
Administration,
Chinese University of Hong Kong,
Shatin. N.T.
Bear Mr. China-.
I am interested in your research project and would like to
have an interview with vou.
Plee.se telephone myselfMr.Mrs.iliss




Suggested Questionnaire For Unstructured
Tn+.£»rv-i pw«r nf RpI £»r. tfd Si a mo 1 e Comnanies
PARTICULARS OF THE COMPANY




Q.2a. Does your company have any subsidiaries?
Yes Nc
fo. Are they local or overseas subsidiaries?
Local Overseas Bo tb
c. Is your company itself a subsidiary of an
overseas holdine company?
Yes No
d. Where are your parent company and subsidiaries?
Please state the countries:-
Parent Co.
Subsidiaries
0.3 Are there any business transactions and transfer
of funds among your group? Please describe.
Q.4 What is the size of your company in Hong Kong in
terms of annual turnover?
You may only indicate the range of scale.
Below HKS50 million
HIv$50 million- HK$100 million
Over HK$100 million
BUSINESS TRANSACTIONS
Q.l Would you concisely describe your company's
business transactions in foreign currencies?
Note: Transactions are hereby defined as any normal
business functions in foreign currencies, which
occurrence will change the exchange exposure of
your company.
e.g. Sales, Purchases, Receipts, Payments,
Remittances, Overseas Loans, Overseas
Investments, etc.
Q.2 From which countries do you usually make your
purchases?
Q.3 Where are your markets for this company in
Hong Kong?
















Otners, please state them:
Where I- Inflows
0- Outflows
Q.5 What media of Foreign Exchange you would frequently









Please state which media are mostly used in
A) Receipts from Debtors? B) Payments to Creditors?
A)
B)
Q.6 When you discount bills of exchange in foreign
currencies and you have the option to receive
HKS or foreign currencies, whet factors would
determine vour choice? Please comment•
Q.7 Have you ever encountered difficulties in deter¬
mining the prices of Orders because of currency
fluctuation?
Yes No
Q.8 How long is the longest 'lead' time between the






f. 1 vear or above
Q.9 How long is the credit term of your company?
a. To customers:
b. From suppliers
Q.10 Would your Buyer need to refer to the finance
people for funds and exchange rates before he can
decide on putting in orders?
Yes No
CURREN C Y DEN CMINAT10N
Q. 1 How is currency denomination on Sales Invoices
and Purchases Orders established?
Sales Invoices: HK$
Purchases Orders: HK S
Foreign Currencies
Foreign Currencies
Q.2 Have you ever negotiated the currency denomination




Q.3 Have you ever usee! Exchange Clauses on purchase
and sale orders as a compromise in Exchange Rates?
Yes No
Q. What mostly are the conditions of the Exchange
clause?
a» Sharing Exchange GainLoss between both
parties
b. Guarantee of the exchange risks within an
agreed band
c Using a third country currency for settlement
d. Using Hong Kong dollar for settlement
Q.5 Will Agreed Exchange Rates be used in your
orders?
Yes No
Q.6 Wh at factors would you consider in proposing
an n Agreed Exchange Rate as an Exchange Clause
in orders?
a. Subjectively expected exchange rates on
settlement date(s)
b. Forward Rates of delivery dates close to
settlement dates
c High and Low in historical time series
d. Bankers1 or Brokers' Advice
e Others, please specify.__
EXPOSURE OF EXCHANGE RISES
Q.la. Are you now managing Foreign Exchange Risks by
the concept of netting exposure?
Yes No
b. If no, do you consider Hedging on a Each-Transact¬
ion Basis?
Yes No
c. If no, please describe your policy.
d. Do you think netting Exchange Exposure is the better
and more economic method of managing Exchange Risks?
Yes No
e. If no, please describe what you think is the best?
What you are actually doing on Hedging?
f. Have you encountered any practical difficulties
in managing exchange exposure?
Q.2 Which assets and liabilities items you will include
in the computation of Exchange Exposure of your
company?
Q.3a. Do you maintain records of Exposure in all currencies
used in your business? Or, only in those currencies
more subject to fluctuations and mostly transacted
in large amounts?
All Fluctuative Mostly used in
big amounts
b. Do you make Exchange Exposure Forecasts?
Yes No
c• If yes, how long do you usually make?





b. Material Changes in
Exchange Rates
c. Human judgement by
Executive
dm When the OPEN limit
for LONG or SHORT'
has been reached
e. A new transaction
effected
f. News of Monetary
Crises
Q.5a. Ho you often minimise Exposure before you consider
hedging?
Yes No
b. If no, do you then compare the Costs of Hedging and
Costs of Minimising the Exposure, and take the more
economical alternative?
Yes No
c. If no, please comment.
Q.6 What ways do you usually use to minimise
y o ur e xp o s ur e?
i. Currencies denomination in Purchase and




v. Effecting foreign loans, e.g. Eurodollars
vi.Time adjustments in controllaDle transact¬
ions in foreign currencies
OTHERS, please specifv.





c. From Accounting System
d. By manual calculation
b. If you use any computer package, who is the









Q.8a. Do you have independent control of the Exchange
Exposure of your company in Hong Kong?
Yes Nc
b. If no, is your Exchange Exposure centralised, anc
control!ed by the Head Office? Regional Office?
c. If so, how the cost of financing and hedging
distributed to the profit centres and your U.K.
branch? In what proportion?
Q.9 Do you always review your Exposure when you
consider Hedging?
Yes Nc Never
b. If no, when you do and when not? Please describe.







No sufficient information back-up
Amounts of transactions very small
No responsible executive to handle
Others, please specify.
CONSIDERATION OF HEDGING
Q.l What factors you would take into consideration of
the necessity to hedge?
a. Absolute Amount of
Expected Loss
b. Possibility of Cri¬
tical Fluctuations
c. Corporate Policy








h. Cost of Hedging
i. Prol'it Margins
of Business
Q.2 How would you weigh each;element? What are your weights
Q.3 How do you determine the costs of Hedging?
a. Loss of Interest
b. Discounts Received and Paic
c. Discounts on Forward Rates
Q.Aa. Do you need to forecast your expected loss before
you consider Hedging?
Yes No
b. If yes, how do you forecast your expected loss?
Q.5 Are you applying statistical methods for fore¬
casting?
Yes No
b. If yes, would you describe your technique
c. If no, what method(s) are you using?
Q.6a. What is your opinion of using quantitative models?
b. Do you think they will be more accurate and
realistic?
Q.7 What are the Hedging Methods mostly used by your
company?








Q.8 What is your basis of choosing Pledging Methods?
Q. 9a. In considering hedging, do you also take the tax
effect into consideration?
Yes TMrt
b. If yes, under what circumstances you need to
consider the tax effect?
Q• 10 What are the relevant periods in your- hedging con-
s i denation?
a. Orders Lead Time c. Overall Net Exposure
b. Credit Term Period
Q.ll How do you consider those orders with lead time over
one year?
Q.12 Do you have difficulties in finding long-term
Pledging means?
Q.13 At a marginal case when you hesitate whether to
hedge or not, what would you do?
a. Wait and See
b. Full Coverage
c. Partial Coverage and the balance left 'open'
for a moment
d. Simply leave OPEN.
Q.14 In considering important orders or large net exposure
for hedging, would you like to seek tor advice or
reference in addition to your own judgement?
Yes No
Q.15 If yes, whose advice would you mostly ask for?
a• Banker(s)
b. Friends in the
field
c. EconomistConsultant




Q.16 Do you always read journals and periodicals on
Foreign Exchange?
Yes No
Q.17 What journals you used to read?
EXECUTION
Q.l Would you usually negotiate with banks on the rates
offered?




Q.l Are there any REGULAR REPORTS prepared for Foreign
Exchange transactions, besides normal accounting
reports?
Yes No Only IRREGULAR
0.2 If yes, what informations are exhibited in the
report?
Q.3 To whom these reports are submitted?
Q.4 Are there usually any actions following up the
REPORT?
Yes No
If yes, please describe one incidence.
Q.5 So far as you can recall, has your management
ever changed the policy of Foreign Exchange
Hedging because of an experience reported to
ton manacom en t?
1717 A T TT A TT HTM
Q.l Is there any evaluation of performance on
Foreign Exchange Risks Management in your
comoany?
Yes Nc
Q.2 What are the sources of information for per¬
formance evaluation?
Q.3a. Have you ever evaluated the approach or methods
in Exchange Risks Management of your company?
b. If yes, what has subsequently been changed?
Q. 4 What is the basis of evaluation?
Q.5 Would results of past experience, after evaluat¬
ion (if any), be used to improve techniques
of FORECASTING?
Q.6 Has there been any changes in the Corporate
Policy on evaluation of past performance in
Exchange Risks Management?
CORPORATE POT,TOY
Q.l Has 'Top Management' ever made any comments oi




Q.2 Does the Top Management get 'involved' in F.E
Haoi Qi mi Q?
Yes No
If yes, in what way?
a. Approval on allcertain Amounts?
b. Actual decisions on proposed alternatives
strategies?
c. Resuming full function?
d. Just to be Informed?
0.3 Is there any explicit objectives given by Top
Management on how to manage Exchange Risk?
For Example,
a. Maximise profit from each transaction even
at the cost of taking more risks.
b. Minimise any Exchange Risks because we do no1
speculate. Our amounts are big and we aim
at reasonable profit.
Q.4 What types of Control are exercised by top man-
. - ; - .
agernent on foreign exchange transactions?
Q.5 Is there any change of RISKS MANAGEMENT POUCIES
since and because of the floating of H.K. dollar
against principal currencies and the more general
world-wide float?
ACCOUNTING SYSTEM AND POLICIES












NO, UP TO MOMENT
OTHERS, please specify.
Q.3 What exchange rates are used for translating into
U.K. dollars for accounting entries?
(l) Standard Rate (2) Current Rate as at date of
transaction (3) Current Rate as at yate of payment
Receipt (4) Rate agreed on Excuange clause (on order,
(Put above numbers in following)
a. Sales c. AC Receivable e. Bills Receivable
b. Purchases d. AC Payable f. Bills Payable
Q.A What is the Exchange Rate used for translating
foreign currencies items for BALANCE SHEET purposes?
0.5 What's the treatment of un-realized GainLoss on
Exchange arised from final accounts purposes?
Q.6 At Balance Sheet date, would you provide for possible




(Only for companies with computerised accounting)
Q.l Do you have a package (or same F.E.package) for
forecasting movements of exchange rates?
Q.2 What are the parameters and variables for this
package?
Q.3 To what extent, do you rely on this package for
forecasting of exchange rates?
Full dependence For reference Reinforcement
o f Hum an Judgement
Q.A Is your Exchange Exposure automatically determined
on updating your accounting records?
Yes No
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May I appeal for your support of an academic research?
I will deeply appreciate your assistance in providing information
on computer packages for handling Foreign Exchange Exposure
and Hedging operations.
I am an M.B.A. candidate of Lingnan Institute of Business
Administration of the Chinese University of Hong Kong, I am
now carrying out a survey on E.D.P. Support of Foreign Exchange
Risks Management in Hong Kong. This is purely academic
research for a degree thesis. All information will be kept
confidential and not individually identified in the final
work.
If you were interested, would you please fill in the enclosed
questionnaire. A Business-Reply envelop is enclosed for
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DITTOS TTOTTMATRIO OTT THOT?THTfiTT TTTf!TT ATTTfO PAfTAfROR
Please tick appropriate box(es) in the following questions
(1) Does your company provide software package(s) on various foreigi
exchange transactions designed for trading firms- in Hong Kong?
VT7SO NO
(2) If yes, what are the major functions of your packages?
a) Exchange Rates conversion and Accounting entries
b) Calculation of Exchange GainLoss
c) Indication of Exchange Hedging Proposals by compute]
d) Calculation of Exchange Risks Exposure
e) Statistical Forecasting of Exchange Rates Movements
f) Management Reporting on foreign exchange operation
(5) Can these packages be run on most of vour computers?
YTC TTi
(4) Would you give a. rough estimate of your customers' request ir
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(5) What other foreign exchange•package(s) have most of you
customers reauested?
Please specify
(6) According' to your information, what is the approximate percentage






7 rfo or over
Don't know
(7) What is the business nature of these users of such specialised



















Manufa c ture r s
All nf nhnw
Others, please specifv
(8) If no foreign exchange packages at all, would you please tell what
could be the reason?
a) Ho user demand
b) Impossible to build a generalised model
for the package
c) Technically possible, but practically
parameters too complex and difficult
to obtain
d) TJniusti f i ed for economic reasons
e) Others, please specify
THANK YOU VERY LUCi
APPENDIX V
BANKS ISSUING THE TRAVELLERS f CHEQUES MOSTLY
USED IN HONG KONG
Australian Dollar
1. Bank of New South Wales
2. Australia 8c New Zealand Banking Group Ltd.
3. The National Bank of ustralasia Ltd.
km Commonwealth Trading Bank of Australia
5 The Commercial Bank of Australia Ltd.
Pound Sterling
1. Barclays Bank
2. Lloyds Bank Ltd.
3. Midland Bank
km Westminister Bank
5. National Provincial Bank
United States Dollars
1. Thos. Cook 8c Son (Bankers) Ltd.
2. American Express
3. First National City Bank
km Bank of America
5. Barclays Bank
6. Algemene Bank Nederland N.V.










Source: Information provided by two sample companies
which had retailing outlets in the tourist area.
APPRNHTY VT
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THE EFFECTIVE (TRADE-WEIGHTED) EXCHANGE
RATE OF THE HONG KONG DOLLAR
INTRODUCTION
The exchange rate of a currency is conventionally expressed in terms of an international key currency
usually the U.S. dollar, or the pound sterling. This is called the nominal exchange rate of a currency. Wher
expressed in an index form, it is called a nominal exchange rate index. Prior to December 1971, the U.S
dollar under the Bretton Woods system of pegged exchange parity was stable and changes in the par valuer
between the U.S. dollar and other currencies were rather infrequent. Any movements in the exchange rate o!
Hong Kong dollarU.S. dollar could be taken as general indications of the fluctuations in the exchange rate ol
the Hone Kone dollar against most other currencies.
Since then, however, most of the major currencies have floated and exchange rates have become subject t.
frequent change. As a result, movements in the exchange rate of Hong Kong dollarU.S. dollar have tended t
reflect a change in the value of the U.S. dollar rather than that of the Hong Kong dollar. Thus, an effectiv-
exchange rate of the Hong Kong dollar in terms of major currencies is needed in order to show the averagi
external value of the Hone Knncr rlrdhir
TFTF IVFinnTlMCr FYFTFM
Since Hong Kong is highly dependent on external trade, it is convenient to analyse the effect of changes ir
exchange rates on the cost of imports in terms of the Hong Kong dollar, as well as on the competitiveness o
Hong Kong's exports in the markets of trading partners. The pattern of merchandise trade has therefore beer
used as the basis for selecting 15 currencies of principal trading partners, their relative importance in world trade
also being considered. For example, Italy, France and Belgium conduct a relatively small amount of trade witf
Hong Kong, but they are included because of their importance in world trade. The 15 trading partners includec
in Table 17.1 accounted for 81 per cent of Hong Kong's total merchandise trade and for 72 per cent of tota
world trade in 1972.




(urrenrie Value of exports tcand imports from
Hone Kong in 1971


































































Sonrre• IMF Direction of Trade Annua! Snnnlement 1QSQ—1Q7
TFfF RAFF DAT
The base date is the 18th December, 1971 when central rates were agreed upon. at the Smithsonian Aereemer
Source: Hong: Kong: Monthly Digest of Statistics (April, 197): 9-58
ruE BASE RATES
SPECIAL REVIEW
The central rates included in Table 1 7.2 are those which were agreed upon at. the Smithsonian Agreement
I tnd are re-produced from the I.M.F. International Financial Statistics of June, 1972, Each of these central
ates is taken as the base rate at 100.
17.2 SMITHSONIAN CENTRAL RATES
US$ per unit currency


































For each working day, closing telegraphic transfer (TT) rates (being the mid-points of selling and buying
rates) in terms of the Hong Kong dollar for the 15 selected currencies are collected from the local foreign
exchange market. Cross rates in terms of the U.S. dollar are then derived. These cross rates are then
compared with the Smithsonian central rates as at !8th December, 1971; the percentage appreciations or
depreciations of these currencies in terms of the U.S. dollar are finally weighted using the weights given in
Table 17.1. To arrive at an effective exchange rate index for the Hone Kong dollar, the following formula is
used:
Appreciation or depreciation ot Hong Kong dollar m terms ol U.S. dollar
Appreciation or depreciation of the 15 selected currencies in terms of U.S. dollar
that is, value of Flong Kong dollar in terms of average value (trade-weighted) of the 15 selected currencies.
The method of calculation can best be illustrated with the following example:
The closing rates against the U.S. dollar on 30th April. 1976 expressed in an index form using the Smithsonian
central rates as a base at 100 are as follows:




















































By dividing the nominal index of each of the 15 selected currencies against the Hong Kong dollar by 88.0 which is
the nominal index for the U.S. dollar against the Hong Kong dollar.
PL ri AI P I? V 8 17 W
Applying the multiplicative formula and the weights presented in Table 17.1, the effective index for Hone
Koner Hollar was—
113.6x LOO-4-[(101.9x3.44) HI 15.7x l.48)+(102.0x 1.97)+(115.6x 10.61)+(110.1 x 1.31)
+(127.0x7.12)+(65.3x 1.12)+ (102.8x 18.87)+(120.7x 1.63)+(i I4.0x4.50)+(75.0x 1.72)
+(152.7 x 2.65)+(105.2 x 5.49)+(70.7 x 10.91)+(100.0x27.19)]100
1 1 i C r• i AO tine i i r 1
Table 17.3 contains nominal exchange rate indexes (18th December, 1971= 100) for each of the 15 selected
currencies against the Hong Kong dollar for each month of the period January, 1974 to April, 1976. Ar
index number of greater than 100 means an appreciation of a currency in terms of Hong Kong dollar and ar
index number of smaller than 100 meant; a Henreriatinn
Table 17.4 presents the effective exchange rate indexes (18th December, 1971= 100) for the Hong Kone
dollar against all the 15 selected currencies for each month of the period January, 1974 to April, 1976. Ar
index number of greater than 100 means an appreciation of the Hong Kong dollar and one of smaller than 10C
means its depreciation; the one at 100 is at par with the Smithsonian central rates collectively as at the base date,
17.3 NOMINAL EXCHANGE RATE INDEXES FOR THE HONG KONG DOLLAR
(each of the 15 selected currencies against Hong Kong dollar)
(18th December, 1971— 100)









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































N.B. The indexes refer to the last working day of the month .
RESULTS AND REMARKS
SPFCTAT REVIEW
17.4 EFFECTIVE EXCHANGE RATE INDEXES FOR THE HONG KONG DO I EAR
(against 15 selected currencies collectively, each weighted by its relative importance in trade with Hong Kong)




























































N.B. The indexes refer to the last working dav of each month.
The diagram below shows movements of the effective index for the Hong Kong dollar as well as those of
the nominal indexes for the deutsche mark of Germany, F.R. and the renminbi of China (both of which have
appreciated in terms of the Hong Kong dollar) and for the yen of Japan, the U.S. dollar and the pound sterling
(all of which have depreciated in terms of the Hong Kong dollar).
Effective and Nominal Exchange Rate Indexes for the Hong Kong Dollar
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Similarly, assuming that the Hong Kong trading partners are not inappropriate the effective exchange rate
indexes lor selected currencies can be obtained by combining the nominal exchange rate indexes with the weights
in the columns ot the trade share matrix. These indexes are given in Table 17.5 and the trade share matrix, in
Table 17.6.
17.5 EFFECTIVE EXCHANGE RATE INDEXES
iroo CX7T rrTrn r'linnPMnir'o
17.6 TRADE SHARE MATRIX
IN 1972
(18th December. 1971 100)

































































































































































































































100.00 100.00 100.0 100.00
N.B. The indexes refer to the last working da} Source: I.M.F. Direction of Trade Annual Supplemen
1969-1973.
FURTHER REFINEMENT
The design of an effective exchange rate index or the proper choice of weights for it depends principally or
the particular objective for which the index is to be used. The effective exchange rate indexes compiled hen
are weighted by bilateral trade flows and make no allowance for the third-market effect on the trade balance
of an exchange rate change. For instance, if the U.S. dollar depreciates against the deutsche mark while the
Hong Kong dollar remains unchanged, U.S. goods will be cheaper than Hong Kong goods in deutsche mark
terms in Germany, F.R. and hence U.S. exports to Germany, F.R. increase; on the other hand, Germar
goods will be more expensive than Hong Kong goods in U.S. dollar terms in U.S.A. and hence U.S. imports from
Germany, F.R. decrease; in any third market, say, in U.K., U.S. goods will also be more price-competitivt
than Hong Kong goods. Therefore, the U.S. trade balance should improve in global terms. The present
indexes also make no allowance for the degree of price elasticities which determine the response of trade
flows to exchange rate changes. The International Monetary Fund has specified a multilateral exchange rate
general equilibrium model(1) which is linear in proportional changes and which incorporates third market
effects. The effective exchange rates for the pound sterling made available by the Rank of England(2) is
att f F Af P m nrll
O) See A Multilateral Exchange Rate Model Internationa! Monetary Fund Stall Papers, Vol. XX No. 3, November 1973
(2) See The Effective Exchange Rate for Sterling U.K. Economic Trends, June 1974.
APPENDIX VII
HONG KONG MONEY MOVER
In additionto the 74 licensedexchangebanksin HcnqKc:nq,thereare 1 79 reg,strre(1tin )n, C.r:,horn:,, onq•ra:nin variousaspectsof Inc. sorely
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This draft is issued for comment only by the
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22 Bedford Square,
I nndon WG1R 3HS.
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2 Definition of terms




1 Example of profit and loss account presentatio
nc;inn thp rininn rptp mpthnH
Proposed statement of standard accountina nrachce 20 September 1977 ED21
Accounting for foreign
currencv transactions
This statement considers and deals with the accounting
treatment of the conversion and translation of amounts
stated in foreign currencies in the context of the historical
cost basis of accounting including the circumstances where
under that system certain assets have been revalued in the
financial statements: it does not deal with foreign currency
conversions and translations in the context of current cost
accountina.
Dur-f 1 Cvn!nnofA!f nnfr
R nr ri rn unr
1 Foreign operations may be carried out through a branch,
subsidiary or associated company which maintains
accounting records in terms of the foreign currency. For
accounting purposes it is necessary to translate the complet
financial statements of the separate entity for incorporation
into the reporting company's financial statements. A
company may also enter into transactions denominated in a
foreign currency which need to be translated for recording
in its own financial statements.
2 Companies engaged in foreign operations pay and
receive amounts in foreign currencies which are converted
from or to other currencies. Differences on exchange may aris
because the amounts which are paid or received when
currencies are converted may differ from the amounts at
which e trancartinn wee n rin i n a11 rpmrrpr
3 Translation of foreign currencies presents problems becaus
exchange rates are subject to continuous change as a result
of market forces. There are two rates of exchange that can
reasonably be used to translate the amount of an asset or
liabilitv: the exchanae rate rulina at the date of the balance
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sheet that is being prepared; or the exchange rate ruling at the
date when the asset or liability was acquired or
the book value established. These rates are known as the
'closina rate' and the 'historical rate 'respectively.
Alternative methods of translation
4 A number of methods of translation have been used for
accounting purposes in the past. The different methods
essentially consist of using various combinations of the
closing rate and the historical rate in the translation process
In this standard two methods of translation are recognised;
the 'closina rate method' and the 'temnora! method'
TKa rlncinn rqfp mpthnrl
5 Under the closing rate method ail items in balance sheets
are translated at the rate of exchange ruling on the balance
sheet date. Where this method is used an exchange
difference will result if the rate of exchange at the balance
sheet date is different from the rate of exchange at the
previous balance sheet date or at the date when the
transaction was recorded.
6 When using the closing rate method amounts in the profit
and loss account are translated at the closing rate of exchange
or at the averaae rate for the accountina period.
The temporal method
7 Under the temporal method assets, liabilities, revenues
and expenses are translated at the rate of exchange ruling at
the date on which the amount recorded in the accounts was
established (i.e., the historical rate). Any assets or iiabilitie:
which are carried at current value.s at the balance sheet date
in the financial statements of an overseas subsidiary or
branch ami translated at the rate of exchange ruling at the
halanop qhppt data( p thp nlnc:inn cfetpi
OAS
8 Under the temporal method differences on exchanae will
arise because differing rates are used to translate the different
elements in financial statements. Surpluses or deficits will aso
ricp Ahpn aQCPtc PinH liahilitiRQ p»rp rpPil nori
P.hnir.p nf mothnd
9 The closing rate method is based on the concept that a
reporting company has a net investment in a foreign operation
and what is at risk from currency fluctuations is the net
investment. The results of the foreign operations are
considered to be best reflected in financial statements by
translating them as well as the foreign assets and liabilities
at the closing rate, it is important to realize that the closing
rate method restates historical cost amounts at current rates
of exchange; it does not produce a statement of the current
values of net assets denominated in foreign currencies.
10 The closing rate method possesses the following
RHR ntanPQ•
(a) It deals effectively with the situation where fixed
assets located overseas have been financed by
foreign currency borrowings and a change in the
exchange rate results in offsetting gains arid losses
(b) The relationship existing between balances in
accounts as originally prepared in a foreign
currency is preserved in the translated accounts
whereas this is not the case where historical rates
are used for translating certain assets.
(c) Is is not necessary to maintain sterling records of
fixed assets and inventories located overseas
which wouid be required if historical rates were to b
i icorl
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(d) It is simple to operate and the results are easily
understood by users of accounts.
11 The temporal method is based on the concept that a
single enterprise is reporting and foreign operations are an
extension of the activities of the parent body. The historical
cost basis of accounting requires that assets should normally
be stated at cost, less depreciation and provisions for any
permanent diminution in value. Consistency in applying
accounting principles to the financial statements prepared
by both local and foreign operations is achieved by
translating at historical rates foreign transactions stated
at historical cost.
12 The closing rate method and the temporal method are
both considered acceptable methods.
Treatment of exchange differences under the Closing Rate
method of translation
13 The results of foreign based operations to be included as
profit from ordinary operations should normally be the profit
before taxation and extraordinary items shown in the
financial statements of the foreign subsidiary or branch,
translated at the closing or average rate. Extraordinary items
should similarly be translated at the closing or average rate
and shown as extraordinary items in the financial statements
of the reporting company.
14 Gains and losses resulting from fluctuations in exchange
rates are a normal incident of trading for a company which
engages in foreign operations. However as translation
differences may distort the results derived from ordinary
activities of the business it is desirable to report them either
as a separate item after the profit for the year from ordinary
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operations or, where appropriate as movements on reserves
on the basis set out in paragraphs 15 to 19.
15 Exchange differences on translation of fixed asset amounts
should be treated as if they were unrealised surpluses or
deficits on revaluation of fixed assets. Such differences
should be reported as movements on reserves except insofar
as they represent:
(a) deficits not covered by amounts held in reserves in
resnect nf previous translations nf thnsp sqcptc ni
(b) the recovery of deficits previously charged to the profi
and loss account in respect of previous translations of
those assets, in which cases they should be dealt
with thrnunh the profit end loss aoonnnt
16 Borrowings denominated in a foreign currency should be
translated at closing rates and, as a general rule, exchange
differences arising on such translations should be dealt with
as they arise and reported as part of the exchange differences
as a separate item after the profit for the year from ordinary
nnoratinnc
17 However, where such exchange differences are deficits
it would not make commercial sense to report these as
losses without allowing for any corresponding offset in
respect of gains arising on the translation of overseas fixed
assets, because the processes of borrowing overseas and
acquiring fixed assets overseas are usually parts of a single
financial policy and in practical terms are usually unaffecte(
h thp rhanninn p!mp nf stprlinn
18 It is therefore desirable that a 'cover' method should be
permitted in the circumstances described. As a matter of
practice, it should be permissible for exchange deficits arisin
on the translation of foreign currency net borrowings to be
wholly or partly offset for profit and loss account purposes
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against an equai or smaiier surplus arising on translating the
net book amount of overseas fixed assets at the closing rate.
The use of the term 'net' borrowings is designed to include
the situation in which foreign currency borrowings are partly
matched by foreign currency cash or similar balances.
19 Translation differences which are not reported as
movements on reserves should be reported as a separate
item after the profit for the year from ordinary operations
Such differences will include gains or losses on current
aocoto q nrl trmnt 11 o K1111t a c
20 Differences which arise from the conversion, as opposed
to the translation, of one currency to another should be taken
into account in the profit and loss account as part of the
profit for the year from ordinary operations.
Treatment of exchange differences under the Tempore
method of translation
21 All translation and conversion differences which arise
under the temporal method should form part of the profit for
the year classified appropriately as profit for the year from
ordinary operations or extraordinary items. Under the
temporal method fixed assets are translated at historical
rates and therefore it is not possible to offset deficits on
borrowings denominated in foreign currencies against
surpluses arising on fixed assets.
Parfr 9 riofimtiinn n£ Tocm
22 Translation is the process whereby financial data
denominated or measured in one currency are expressed in
terms of another currency. It includes both the expression of
individual transactions in terms of another currency and the
expression of a complete set of financial statements preparec
in one currency in terms of another currency.
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23 Conversion is the process of exchanging ownership of a
sum of money in one currency, or the right thereto, for a sum
of money in another currency, or the right thereto.
24 Net borrowings are borrowings in foreign currencies less
foreiqn currency cash or similar balances.
25 A foreign exchange rate is the rate at which the currencies
of two countries are exchanged.
26 The historical rate is the foreign exchange rate that
(a) was applicable at the date of the original transaction or
(b) existed on a subsequent date on which the item was
revalued.
27 The closing rate is the foreign exchange rate ruling at the
balance sheet date.
28 Under the closing rate method assets and liabilities are
translated into sterling using the rate of exchange at the
date of the balance sheet. Where forward exchange contracts
have been arranged in respect of debtors and creditors the
contract rate of exchange is used instead of the closing rate.
Revenue items may be translated using either the closing rate
of exchange or the average rate of exchange for the period.
29 Under the temporal method assets, liabilities, revenues
and expenses are translated at the rate of exchange ruling at
the date on which the amount recorded in the accounts was
established (i.e., the historical rate). Any assets or liabilities
which are carried at current values at the balance sheet date in
the financial statements of an overseas subsidiary or branch
are translated at the rate of exchange ruiing at the balance
sheet date (i.e., the closing rate).
Part 3 Proposed Standard Accountina Practice
30 Assets and liabilities which are located overseas or
denominated in a foreign currency should be translated b
using the closing rate method or the temporal method.
Closing rate method
31 The profit for the year shown in the accounts of a foreign
subsidiary or branch should be translated at the closing or
average rate and reported as part of the profit for the year
distinguishing between results from ordinary operations and
extraordinary items.
32 Exchange differences relating to fixed assets should
normally be dealt with through reserves. However such
exchange differences should be dealt with in the profit anc
Inss anrnunt insofar as thnv mnrpspnt
(a) deficits not covered by amounts held in reserves ir
msnpr.t of nmvious translations of thosp nssnts n
(b) the recovery of deficits previously charged to th
profit and loss account in respect of previous
tranQhtinnc; nf thnQP pQQPtc:
33 Exchange differences arising on the translation of foreigr
currency net borrowings should be dealt with in the profit
and loss account except that exchange deficits on foreign
currency net borrowings may be wholly or partly dealt with
through reserves by being offset against an egual or smaller
gain arising on translating the net book amount of overseas
fj vorf ocootc
34 All exchange translation differences which are not dealt
with through reserves or offset under the conditions set out
in paragraph 33, should be reported in the profit and loss
account as a separate item after the profit for the year from
ordinary operations.
Temnorai rnethoc
35 AH translation differences arising from the use of the
temporal method should be reported as part of the profit for
the year, distinguishing between results from ordinary
nnprptinnq and p.Ytranrdinarv itpmQ
Conversion differences
36 Exchange differences arising from the conversion of
foreign currency amounts, as opposed to translation
differences, should be reported as part of the profit for the
year, distinguishing between results from ordinary operations
and extraordinary items. This will apply whether the closing
rate or the temporal method is adopted for translation
ni i mocoQ
Disclosure
37 The methods used in the translation of the financial
statements of foreign-based operations and the treatment
accorded to foreign exchange differences should be disclosec
in fi n a not ol ctntn m onto
33 Any movements on a reserve account arising from
translation differences should be disclosed separately ii
nAtoo tn tho aoooiinte
P)1o frorn ahmh offoo 1i(
39 The accounting and disclosure requirements set out in
this statement should be adopted as soon as possible and
regarded as standard in respect of accounts relating to
periods starting on or after (date to be inserted after
exposure).
Appendix '1
The appendix is for general guidance and does not form part of the
Statement of Standard Accounting Practice.
The following example illustrates the presentation of the profit and loss
account in which foreign exchange transactions are translated using the
closing rate method.
Statement of profit and loss for the yeat





Profit before taxation, exchange gain(ioss)
and extraordinary items
(2) Taxation




































Earnings per ordinary share before exchange
gain(loss) and extraordinary items
Notes-
(1) This item will normally include the operating profits shown in the
accounts of overseas subsidiaries translated at the closing or
average rates of exchange together with exchange differences
resulting from the conversion of foreign currency amounts during
the year.
It may be necessary, before translation, to make adjustments to the
profits shown in the accounts of the foreign subsidiary or branch to
bring them into line with the accounting policies adopted by the
group.
(2) These items will normally include the relevant amounts shown in
the profit and loss account of the foreign subsidiary translated at
closing or average rates.
(3) This item will include translation differences not included in (1) and
(2) above and any exchange differences which cannot be dealt
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